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Abstract

We discuss our progress towards testing whether humans can see single photons, using a single-photon source based on spontaneous parametric downconversion and techniques from quantum optics. We review the existing evidence on single-photon vision, and show why no previous experiments with classical light sources (or otherwise) have truly been able to test it. We describe the heralded single-photon source we have built, which can be used for a definitive single-photon vision test, and discuss the statistical requirements and challenges of such a test. In pilot studies, we demonstrate that a two-alternative forced-choice design and our observer viewing station can measure the perception of very weak visual stimuli (including the weakest flashes of light ever directly tested, with just \(\sim\)3 photons absorbed). We present two proposed experiments to test quantum effects through the visual system, which could contribute to our understanding of wavefunction collapse and the quantum-classical transition. We also discuss our work on other questions related to visual perception near threshold, including the length and completeness of temporal summation, which we have investigated in detail with a new experimental paradigm. We found that temporal summation continues for at least 650 ms when photons are delivered at a rate of about 30 in 100 ms, and that the completeness of summation may remain efficient over this window. Finally, we present some preliminary results on how 8- to 13-Hz alpha oscillations in the brain—which have complex effects on neural excitability and visual perception—might impact the detection of few-photon stimuli.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What is (and isn’t) a single photon?

The research described here began with a question: can you see a single photon? Like all good questions, it lead to others: how could we find out? What would it matter if we did? And—what is a single photon, anyway? A simple definition might say that light is quantized in particles called photons [1–4], and a “single photon” is just one of them—the ultimate minimum amount of light that can be detected. A stricter quantum mechanical definition might say that a single photon is a quantum state of the electromagnetic field with photon number $n = 1$. Our opening question was about detection and perception, so what we really care about is how many photons are detected, not necessarily the exact quantum state of the light before it entered the eye (although that could be interesting too, and will be discussed at the end of this chapter). Therefore, a good definition for our purposes is that a “single photon” is an excitation of the electromagnetic field for which a detector (such as the eye) will measure no more than one photon.

In order to test whether a person can see a single photon, it will be critical to guarantee that no more than one photon enters the eye during the test period—and to make the experiment feasible, the chance that no less than one photon is present should also be as high as possible. The quantum state with photon number $n = 1$, also called a photon number state or a Fock state, is the only kind of light that can do this. This chapter will discuss the differences between Fock states and other states of light, briefly introduce common techniques for making single photons, and give an overview of the human visual system and why it is likely to be sensitive to single photons (and why we still don’t know for sure). At the end of the chapter we will also discuss how single-photon vision could enable interesting tests of quantum mechanics through the visual system.

1.1.1 Photon statistics

Light with photon number $n = 1$ is not a natural, or common occurrence. All familiar light sources—the Sun, lasers, LEDs, incandescent and fluorescent bulbs, candles, iPhone screens, etc.—emit photons randomly, and
can never produce guaranteed single photons.∗

Consider a laser as an example: lasers famously produce coherent light, which means that all the emitters in the gain medium of the laser (e.g., excited neon atoms in a helium-neon laser) produce electromagnetic radiation that is in phase. Although the peaks of the electric field oscillation occur at predictable intervals, if we put a single-photon detector in the path of the laser, we’ll find that the photons arrive randomly in time. The time of each photon is completely independent of the photons before and after it, and there’s no way to predict exactly when the next one will come. We can show that like many other random processes, the number of photons detected in a particular time window follows a Poisson distribution, with a mean photon number and variance that depend on the intensity of the light.

An ideal single-mode laser is described by a coherent state [5]:

\[
|\alpha\rangle = e^{-|\alpha|^2} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{\alpha^n}{\sqrt{n!}} |n\rangle
\]  

(1.1)

where \(|n\rangle\) is a state with a particular number of photons \(n\), and \(|\alpha|^2 = \langle n \rangle\) is the mean number of photons that will be measured in some time interval \(t\) (i.e., a measure of brightness). The sum over \(n\) runs from 0 to infinity, so it’s clear that a coherent state is a superposition of all possible photon numbers. Some of them are much more likely to be measured, of course. The probability of measuring a particular photon number \(n\) in the same time interval \(t\) is

\[
P(n, \langle n \rangle) = |\langle n | \alpha \rangle|^2 = e^{-\langle n \rangle} \frac{\langle n \rangle^n}{n!}
\]

(1.2)

This is exactly the probability mass function† of the Poisson distribution with mean \(\langle n \rangle\). (The Poisson distribution describes not only laser photons, but any discrete random variable if each event is independent—for example, the number of raindrops that land in a bucket in one second, or the number of meteors seen per hour, etc.) Figure 1.1 shows example probabilities for different mean photon numbers. Note that photon numbers much larger and smaller than the mean have significant probabilities. This is very different from the statistics of an ideal single photon, which would have mean photon number \(\langle n \rangle = 1\) and zero variance (see inset of Figure 1.1). The variance of the Poisson distribution is equal to the mean, which can be seen in the sharper peaks of the distributions with smaller values of \(\langle n \rangle\).

It turns out that Poisson statistics are a characteristic of almost all light sources, and in fact classical electromagnetic theory does not permit light with variance below \(\langle n \rangle\). Classical light can have variance above \(\langle n \rangle\) in certain circumstances. For example, thermal light has variance \(\langle n \rangle + \langle n \rangle^2\) over timescales shorter than the coherence time of the light, but for a typical multi-mode thermal source this time is extremely

∗ As a helpful labmate once said, “I’ve got lots of photons, do you want one?”
† The equivalent of a probability density function for a discrete variable such as the number of photons detected in a pulse.
short. A green (500 nm) LED with a spectral bandwidth of about 25 nm has a coherence time of only about 30 femtoseconds. Over normal timescales, all familiar light sources look Poissonian.

In summary, classical light is not a predictable source of single photons. As we’ll see, this makes it nearly useless for answering the question of whether or not a person can see a single photon. It’s also a problem for both fundamental experiments in quantum optics and practical applications of quantum information.

1.1.2 Quantum optics and quantum information

A discussion of single photons could not be complete without an overview of the fields of quantum optics and quantum information, which have been the major drivers of research on how to generate and measure single-photon states.

Quantum optics is the field that was born when Einstein proposed that light was made of particles more than a century ago: the study of light as a quantum system [3]. Many experiments have demonstrated that classical phenomena such as interference and diffraction [6] also occur at the single-photon level, thus providing evidence for the dual wave/particle nature of light. Interference can also be described in terms of the indistinguishability of photons, leading to “quantum eraser” experiments in which interference fringes are destroyed by adding which-path information and then revived by subsequently erasing it [7,8]. Dozens of other non-classical quantum optics phenomena have been explored, including entanglement [9] and squeezed light [10,11].

It can be argued that many of these quantum optics experiments can be conducted with any dim light
source, so long as the chance of more than one photon interacting with the experimental apparatus at a time is small. Some clearly quantum effects, such as squeezed states and continuous variable entanglement [12], can even be observed with bright beams. However, many phenomena—e.g., the quantum eraser and Berry’s geometric phase [13], among others—can be completely described by classical electromagnetic theory when the source is classical. In these cases, experiments with true single photons are important to resolve the ambiguity about whether the effect is really “quantum.” (Whether we should really think of classical beams as a stream of single photons emitted at random times, or as superpositions having no definite photon number at all until they are measured, is also still a matter of interpretation.) Other phenomena, including all two-photon interference effects, are impossible to investigate without at least a source of photon pairs, if not two independent single-photon sources. Thus, the development of single-photon sources (and detectors) has gone hand-in-hand with research in quantum optics.

A sister field of quantum optics is quantum information, the study of how information can be stored and processed by quantum systems. Unlike classical bits, quantum “qubits” can exist in superpositions of the binary values 0 and 1, and can be entangled with other systems. Beginning in the 1980s, there were proposals to use these quantum properties for enhanced computing [14] and secure cryptography [15], and by the next decade the field exploded with ideas for quantum algorithms that could surpass classical computers [16,17] and communication schemes such as quantum teleportation [18] and quantum dense coding [19]. While any two-level quantum system with states we can label 0 and 1 (e.g., single atoms [20]) could be used to implement these ideas, photons are ideal for many applications, and have been used in experimental demonstrations of nearly all of them. The 0 and 1 states of photonic qubits are often two orthogonal polarizations (e.g., horizontal and vertical), but spatial modes and temporal modes can also be used.

Most optical quantum information applications require single photons in one way or other. For some, such as quantum cryptography, a weak coherent state that usually contains no more than one photon in a given pulse can be good enough, and the effect of occasionally getting two or more photons instead of one can be explicitly calculated and guarded against by using decoy states [21,22] and privacy amplification [23]. Other applications, such as quantum teleportation and linear optical quantum computing, do require true single photons, and they often have the additional requirement that the single photons should be indistinguishable from each other. Even quantum cryptography may eventually require single or entangled photons if it is to operate over long distances using quantum repeaters [24,25].
1.2 Introduction to single-photon sources

1.2.1 Quantifying single photons

A good single-photon source should have a low probability of emitting two or more photons compared to the probability of emitting one photon. This simple concept can be quantified by the complicated-sounding second-order correlation function (with zero time delay) called the $g^{(2)}(0)$:

$$g^{(2)}(0) = \frac{\langle (a\dagger)^2 a^2 \rangle}{\langle a\dagger a \rangle^2}$$

(1.3)

where $a\dagger$ and $a$ are the creation and annihilation operators which represent changes in photon number (i.e., $a\dagger |0\rangle = |1\rangle$). We will not derive the result here, but the $g^{(2)}(0)$ is equivalent to the probability of emitting two photons at the same time, divided by the probability of getting two photons at the same time from a random (Poisson) source. Thus, for a Poisson source $g^{(2)}(0) = 1$. An ideal single-photon source would have zero probability of emitting two photons at a time, i.e., $g^{(2)}(0) = 0$. This can also be seen by writing $g^{(2)}(0)$ in terms of the variance and mean photon number:

$$g^{(2)}(0) = \frac{V_n - \langle n \rangle}{\langle n \rangle^2} + 1$$

(1.4)

The variance of a Poisson source is equal to the mean, so the numerator is zero and the sum is equal to 1. The variance of an ideal single-photon source is zero and $\langle n \rangle = 1$, so the numerator is -1, the denominator is 1, and the sum is equal to zero.

In practice, the $g^{(2)}(0)$ is usually determined by splitting photons from the source into two beams, measuring both beams with single-photon detectors (see Section 1.3), and determining how often two photons are detected within a short coincidence window. The time resolution of the single-photon detectors limits the precision of the measurement.

1.2.2 Producing single photons

Most classical light sources emit photons when their atoms randomly decay to a lower-energy state, so one obvious way of producing single photons is to isolate one of these atoms. An excited atom in a trap can emit a single photon when it decays; however, the photon can be emitted in any direction, making it hard to collect. Putting the atom in a resonant optical cavity so that it is forced to emit a photon that matches the cavity mode helps with this [26], but the chance of losing the photon in the cavity is still high (> 90% for a typical experiment). Other than single atoms, many different kinds of single emitters can be used;
for example, nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond \cite{27,28} and quantum dots (nano-scale semiconductors that emit photons when excited) \cite{29}. The collection efficiency of these emitters can also be enhanced with resonant structures (small cavities or micropillars, e.g., \cite{30}), and many improvements have been made in recent years. An advantage of many of these single-emitter sources is that they can be triggered “on demand.” Nevertheless, the actual final probability that a photon is emitted into a desired single mode is still only about 15% in recent experiments \cite{31} (although the photon extraction efficiency has been improved to about 65%).

An alternative method of producing single photons is to use a source which produces a stream of photons at random times like a classical source, but has some way of announcing or “heralding” when a photon has been emitted. This can produce an extremely good approximation to the $n = 1$ Fock state if the source is either turned off after a photon has been emitted or if multiple-photon events are rejected in postselection. Such heralded single-photon sources rely on nonlinear optical effects which produce photons in pairs: one photon from each pair can be detected and destroyed, heralding the presence of its partner, the “signal” photon. Because the photons are always produced in pairs, counting $n$ herald photons accurately indicates the presence of $n$ signal photons, neglecting the effects of possible loss \cite{32}. These sources can be very bright, and can achieve high efficiency limited primarily by optical loss (including the difficulty of coupling photons into the single-mode optical fibers typically used to ensure collection of photons in the same mode). With some modification they can also readily produce photon pairs entangled in polarization and other degrees of freedom \cite{33}. The single-photon source used in this work is a heralded source based on spontaneous parametric downconversion, and it will be described in detail in Chapter 2.

1.3 Detecting single photons

In contrast with classical intensity detectors which measure average optical power over some area, single-photon detectors count individual photons. The original visible-light single-photon detectors were photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), which convert a photon to an electron in a photocathode, then amplify the electron in a vacuum tube as it is accelerated between dynodes that emit more and more electrons. PMTs are still used (especially for photons that are emitted with a wide range of directions) but today there are many other types of single-photon detectors available, including semiconductor devices such as single-photon avalanche photodiodes (SPADs) and visible-light photon counters (VLPCs), and superconducting devices such as nanowires and transition-edge sensors \cite{34}.

SPADs (Figure 1.2) are commonly used in quantum optics experiments, including ours. They have
Figure 1.2: A single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) is based on a p-n junction with a reverse bias. When the bias voltage is zero, electrons from the n-doped material and positively-charged holes from the p-doped material diffuse across the junction, creating positive (orange) and negative (blue) ions until most of the mobile charge carriers are removed from a “depletion region” and current can no longer flow. The charge gradient in this region creates an electric field. Applying a reverse bias pulls the charge carriers in both materials away from the depletion region, widening it and increasing the electric field. Above the breakdown voltage $V_{BD}$, the field is so strong that a single electron-hole pair created in the depletion region will have enough energy to create other pairs, causing an avalanche that allows a mA current to flow across the junction. In a SPAD, the avalanche can be triggered by the absorption of a single photon; the avalanche must then be quenched by an appropriate circuit before the SPAD can detect another photon. Dark counts are caused by thermal excitations, and typically occur at 20-800 Hz depending on the purity and temperature of the semiconductor used.

detection efficiencies from about 20-75% depending on wavelength, sub-nanosecond rise times, and some amount of intrinsic noise in the form of “dark counts,” a consequence of the high gain needed to amplify single photons. They typically have a “dead time” of about 50 ns after a photon is detected, and cannot distinguish between detections of one or more photons during this window (some other types of detectors such as VLPCs and transition-edge sensors do have this photon-number-resolving ability, but at present they are significantly more complicated to operate than SPADs, requiring, e.g., cooling to liquid-helium temperatures).

1.4 The human photon detector

1.4.1 Rods and cones

The human eye is an extraordinarily sensitive and versatile sensor. It can function in bright sunlight (more than $10^8$ photons/µm²/s) and on a moonless night lit only by the stars (less than $10^{-2}$ photons/µm²/s) [35]. The detectors that accomplish this are two types of photoreceptor cells which convert light to electrical signals in the retina, the light-sensitive lining in the back of the eye (Figure 1.3). These photoreceptor cells have much in common with artificial single-photon detectors such as SPADs, and even out-perform them in some areas.
The cone cells function in the brighter range of intensities (approximately the upper 7 orders of magnitude) and provide high visual acuity (sharpness of vision). There are three distinct subtypes of cones with different spectral sensitivity ranges, and comparing the relative strength of signals from these subtypes produces color vision (Figure 1.4). The rod cells are used for night vision. They don’t distinguish colors and have reduced visual acuity, due to the summation of signals from multiple nearby rods to enhance sensitivity. However, they are extremely sensitive and—at least \textit{in vitro}—produce electrical signals in response to single photons. Whether these single-photon rod signals make it through the rest of the visual pathway and result in perception is the central question presented at the beginning of this chapter, and the existing evidence will be discussed in Section 1.4.3. The spectral sensitivity of the rods peaks around 500 nm, in the blue-green region of the visual spectrum (Figure 1.4).

The rods and cones are not evenly distributed over the retina. The cone cells are highly concentrated in the fovea centralis, an area of the retina only about 0.3 mm in diameter at the center of the visual field (Figure 1.5). Each cone cell is about 45 µm long and between 0.5 - 4 µm wide, with the smaller cones found closer to the center of the retina. The rod cells are absent from the fovea, and their density peaks in the periphery of the visual field. (Amateur astronomers are familiar with this fact: looking slightly away from
a dim nebula can often bring it into view by moving the image onto an area of the retina with more rods.)

The rod cells are longer and narrower than the cones, typically about 60 µm long and 1 µm wide [37].

A third type of photoreceptor, called a photoreceptive retinal ganglion cell (pRGC), has also been discovered [38]. Rather than forming images, pRGCs are thought to be important in maintaining Circadian rhythms and controlling pupil dilation, and they are most sensitive in the blue region of the visual spectrum (around 480 nm).

### 1.4.2 Visual phototransduction

Visual phototransduction is the conversion of photons into electrical signals by the photoreceptor cells. The process has many steps, only a few of which will be discussed here, with emphasis on the aspects that are relevant to single-photon vision; for more information on the complete process see [35] and [39]. We will focus on the rods, but phototransduction is similar in the cones.

A photosensitive molecule, rhodopsin, is stacked in membranes in the outer segment of the rod. In darkness, a “dark current” of ions constantly circulates between the rod cell and the salty fluid that surrounds it [40] (see Figure 1.6 for a detailed view). This current causes a voltage drop of about -40 mV across the cell membrane. Channels in the membrane that allow Na\(^+\) and Ca\(^{2+}\) ions to flow into the outer segment of the cell are held open by a chemical messenger called cGMP (cyclic guanosine monophosphate) found inside the outer segment [41]. In the presence of light, a rhodopsin molecule can absorb a photon, undergo photo-isomerization to an activated form, and catalyze a chemical cascade that decreases the concentration of cGMP. This leads to the closure of many of the ion channels and a reduction in the current through the
Figure 1.5: Typical angular distribution of photoreceptor cells on the retina. The fovea is the center of the visual field (note that the visual axis and the optic axis of the eye are not perfectly aligned). The cone cells are concentrated in the fovea, and the density of the rod cells peaks at about 20° to the right and left of the fovea. The blind spot, where the optic nerve passes through the retina, is located at about 12-15° in the temporal retina (towards the left, for the left eye), about 1.5° below the horizontal, and is about 6° in size. The exact location of the blind spot and the distribution of the photoreceptors can vary significantly between individuals. Adapted from Foundations of Vision at https://www.stanford.edu/group/vista/cgi-bin/FOV/.

cell membrane. The resulting voltage difference alters the production of a neurotransmitter chemical, which passes the signal on to other cells.

This process is able to amplify a single photon into a macroscopic photovoltage because just one activated rhodopsin molecule can catalyze many reactions—at least 1,000 in a second [42]. At the lowest concentration of cGMP during the light response, hundreds of ion channels close, blocking more than $10^4$ Na$^+$ and Ca$^{2+}$ ions from entering the outer segment of the rod. The rise time of the light response is limited by the diffusion speed of active rhodopsin molecules; for a single absorption the response peaks after about 140 ms [43].

A blue-green photon ($\sim$500 nm) that hits a rod cell end-on has about a 50% probability of being absorbed, and subsequently about a 60% probability of activating a rhodopsin molecule and initiating a cascade. The resulting total rod quantum efficiency of about 30% has been confirmed in vitro with both a classical source [35] and a single-photon source (similar to the one used in this work and described in Chapter 2) [44]. This efficiency assumes the photon has already been transmitted through the rest of the eye, which contributes additional loss. The total efficiency is difficult to measure accurately in the living eye, but there is thought to be at least 4% reflection loss at the cornea, about 50% loss in the vitreous humor of the eye at 500 nm, and additional loss and geometric fill factors in the retina (obviously depending on the exact location of the stimulus, because the rod density varies as shown in Figure 1.5) of perhaps 30-60%, bringing the total efficiency of the eye down to 5-10% in the periphery [45, 46].
Figure 1.6: Sketch of a rod cell showing the current of ions in dark and light conditions. The outer segment contains rhodopsin molecules in stacked membranes. The inner segment contains the cell biology, including the nucleus and mitochondria. The synaptic terminal produces neurotransmitter chemicals to communicate with other cells. In darkness: Na$^+$ and Ca$^{2+}$ ions flow into the outer segment through open channels in the cell membrane (for simplicity only Na$^+$ ions are shown). K$^+$ ions flow out of channels in the inner segment, completing the circuit. (The cell also actively pumps K$^+$ ions back in to the inner segment and Na$^+$ ions out to keep their concentrations constant in the inner segment.) In light: the absorption of one or more photons causes some of the open Na$^+$ channels in the outer segment to close, and the current drops. The drop in current causes a change in the voltage across the cell membrane, which alters the release of neurotransmitter chemicals from the synaptic terminal, signaling the detection of light.

To recover from the light response, the concentration of cGMP in the outer segment must be replenished so that the ion channels reopen (analagous to quenching in a SPAD). Guanylate cyclase (GP) synthesizes cGMP inside the rod, and the synthesis rate depends inversely on the Ca$^{2+}$ ion concentration. As the Ca$^{2+}$ concentration in the outer segment falls when the ion channels close, this speeds the recovery process by increasing the rate of cGMP synthesis. For dim flashes, the recovery time is comparable to the rise time, and the entire response lasts about 300 ms [35]. (The rise time is significantly decreased for brighter flashes, but the recovery time increases.) The temporal response of the rods is altered by background light and several other factors, which are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The sensitivity of the eye is vastly increased after 5-10 minutes in darkness, and full dark adaptation takes 30-40 minutes depending on the initial light conditions. This dark adaptation is a combination of several effects: pupil dilation, changes in neural processing that favor the rods over the cones, increased spatial and temporal summation, and regeneration of rhodopsin after bleaching in bright illumination.

The photocurrent of a single rod can be measured directly by holding a living cell in a suction pipette connected to a measurement circuit (Figure 1.7). Isolating the rod also removes the effects of loss in the eye and later processing by the visual system. Using this method, both toad [48] and monkey rods [47] were found to sometimes produce photocurrent pulses in response to very weak flashes of light, and the statistics
Figure 1.7: (a) Measuring the photocurrent of a single rod cell. The inner segment of the rod is held in a pipette by suction, so that the light-induced current flows through an electrode placed in the surrounding electrolyte bath and can be measured by an amplifier (I). (b) Photocurrents from a monkey rod in response to brief flashes at $t = 0$. Each trace is an average of several trials. The smallest peak corresponds to a flash with a mean photon absorption number of $\sim 1$, the largest to $\sim 500$. (c) Photocurrents produced by a series of dim flashes. The rod produces currents of different strength for absorptions of 1 or 2 photons. Figures from [35] (copyright by American Physical Society, used with permission), data from [47].

of the response are consistent with detection of single photons. The single-photon sensitivity of toad rods has also been verified with suction electrode measurements using a true single-photon source [44].

Like SPADs, the rod cells are subject to “dark counts”—responses that are not triggered by a real photon but are otherwise indistinguishable from real detections. These discrete dark events occur when rhodopsin is activated by random thermal fluctuations. (Ion channels can also close due to random fluctuations in the concentration of cGMP without an activated rhodopsin, which causes additional small fluctuations in the voltage across the rod cell membrane.) At body temperature, an individual rhodopsin molecule is only spontaneously activated about once in 300 years; however, the rod cells each contain about $10^8$ rhodopsins, so the total rate of thermal activation per rod cell is about once in 90 seconds* [47]. The human eye contains about 120 million rods, so this is certainly a significant number of events.

Indeed, the rate of dark counts has long been cited as a reason why humans might not be able to see single photons (even though the rods detect them), due to the difficulty of distinguishing a small signal from this noise background [49,50]. For example, if visual perception hypothetically required a coincidence detection between two adjacent rods, this would suppress background events, which are much less likely to occur simultaneously in nearby rods than detections from a real light source. There is currently no evidence that this specific coincidence circuit exists in post-rod processing, although there are many known mechanisms that do compute neural signals from the responses of multiple photoreceptors according to a logic gate, e.g., on-centers and off-centers that implement edge detection [51]. While the dark count rate is likely to at least be a distraction that would make seeing single photons more difficult, the existing evidence on single-photon
vision—both for and against—is flawed and inconclusive. This is the topic of the next section.

1.4.3 Evidence for and against single-photon vision

The question of single-photon vision arose soon after physicists began to think of light as photons in the early 20th century, long before studies of individual rods showed that they detect single photons. Hendrik Lorentz (of special relativity and Zeeman effect fame) is said to have calculated the number of photons in a flash of light that was considered at the time to be “just visible,” and found that the number was about 100 [52]. A significant fraction of photons was known to be lost in transmission through the eye, and the remaining photons would be spread over an area containing hundreds of rod cells, so it seemed likely that the individual rod cells were able to detect single photons. Perhaps the absorption of a single photon was even enough to cause the perception of light.

In the following decades this possibility was investigated further, most famously by Hecht, Schlaer, and Pirenne in 1942 [45]. Their experiment was simple: an observer (each of the three authors) sat in a dark room and was presented with very dim flashes of light, with mean photon numbers between 50 and 400. After each flash, the observer had to report whether it was visible or not—just “yes” or “no.” The mean photon number of the flashes was varied, and it was determined how often the observers would say “yes” for each level. To interpret their data, Hecht et al. assumed that the number of photons detected by the visual system in each trial was a random value from the Poisson distribution discussed in Section 1.1.1. Additionally, they assumed there was some threshold number of photons $k$ required for perception—if at least this number of photons was detected, the observer would respond “yes” to that flash, and if not, they would respond “no.” These two assumptions create a model for how often observers should see flashes with particular mean photon numbers for particular values of the threshold. The probability of any flash exceeding the threshold $k$ is

$$P_{n>k}(n, k) = \sum_{n=k}^{\infty} P(n, \rho \langle n \rangle) = \sum_{n=k}^{\infty} e^{-\rho \langle n \rangle} \frac{(\rho \langle n \rangle)^n}{n!}$$

(1.5)

where $\rho$ is the probability that a photon incident on the cornea is detected (so $\langle n \rangle$ is the mean photon number at the cornea, but $n$ is the number of photons actually detected in each pulse). The predictions of this model are shown in Figure 1.8, for several values of the threshold $k$. Experimentally, the value of $k$ can

---

*This initially appears far superior to the performance of SPADs, which usually have dark-count rates of 20-900 Hz; however, the rod cells are much smaller than the active area of a SPAD (typically 100-2500 $\mu$m$^2$ while the rods are only about 1 $\mu$m in diameter), so the rate of dark counts per unit area is actually comparable.

Toads have a lower body temperature than humans, and the rhodopsin molecules in toad rods spontaneously activate only every few thousand years at 20° C. However, each toad rod has an order of magnitude more rhodopsin molecules than a human rod, so toad rods actually produce dark counts at a higher rate, about once in 30 seconds.
Figure 1.8: The probability that $k$ or more photons are detected for a given pulse, as a function of the mean photon number of the light source. For simplicity, these curves are plotted with $\rho = 1$, ignoring the loss in the eye. Changing $\rho$ has the effect of translating the curves along the horizontal axis, but does not change the shape of the curve. Thus, in principle the value of $k$ can be determined even if the value of $\rho$ is not known, and $\rho$ can be inferred from the necessary horizontal translation.

be determined by finding the best fit to the observed frequency of “yes” responses for several mean photon numbers. Hecht et al. determined that their data were best described by models with $k = 6$, $k = 7$, and $k = 5$ for each observer respectively (Figure 1.9).

This experiment provided further evidence that the rod cells were detecting single photons—the flashes covered an area containing about 500 rods, and if the threshold was only 5-7 photons, the rods must be detecting them individually. However, there are several problems with the assumptions and experimental design which make their estimate that perception requires 5-7 photons unlikely to be accurate.

Figure 1.9: Data from Hecht, Schlaer, and Pirenne (literally!) [45]. The values shown for $n$ are what we have been calling $k$, the threshold for a “yes” response. (Copyright by Rockefeller University Press, used with permission.)

Asking observers to simply report whether a dim flash was seen or not is a poor design for studying the absolute visual threshold. This can be understood through the lens of Signal Detection Theory (SDT), the
study of how people (and machines) make judgments with uncertain information \[53-55\]. As discussed in Section 1.4.2, the source of uncertainty in the visual system is noise in the form of dark events and random fluctuations in the voltage across the rod cell membranes. Because of this noise, each visual stimulus results in a rod voltage (and therefore a resulting neural signal) of variable strength, and there can be a signal even when no photons are actually present (which is relevant because very dim flashes will often fail to deliver any photons to the retina). Thus, the observer must set a criterion, and decide that a “yes” response will be given when the neural signal exceeds a certain threshold—i.e., in practice, when they perceive the flash to be of a certain strength. This criterion determines the trade-off between the detection rate (how often the observer responds “yes” when photons are actually present) and the false positive rate (how often the observer responds “yes” when there are no photons and the neural signal was due to noise). Therefore, what Hecht et al. actually measured was this observer-determined threshold for a “yes” response, which may or may not correspond to the absolute threshold of the visual system itself.

Indeed, there is evidence that observers may have a natural bias against making false positive responses, which would cause them to set a higher threshold for a “yes.” In a similar experiment, Van der Velden (1944) \[56, 57\] encouraged observers to allow a higher rate of false positive responses, and measured a threshold of 1-2 photons. (Van den Velden and colleagues were delayed in publishing their work while the Netherlands was under German occupation during WWII.) Barlow (1956) \[49\] made a detailed analysis of how noise could limit observers’ detection rates, but he believed the visual system probably set a hard-wired threshold of two photons to help reject noise. However, later experiments which did not constrain the observer to only “yes” or “no” measured even lower thresholds—e.g., Sakitt (1972) \[46\], who instructed observers to rate the visibility of dim flashes on a scale from 0-6, found that at least some observers’ ratings followed a Poisson distribution, and the mean of the distribution increased linearly with the mean photon number of the flashes—suggesting that the observers were counting the number of rod signals in each flash (whether from photons or noise) and assigning ratings accordingly. At least one observer—naturally, Sakitt herself—seemed to be starting the count at one rod signal. Other observers appeared to begin counting at 2 or 3 rod signals. Sakitt argued that while a single-photon detection threshold may not be the optimal strategy for the visual system under normal conditions, observers may be able to adjust their own threshold to suit particular tasks. Unfortunately, this study had a small sample size, and the single-photon result relies on the assumption that about 3% of photons incident on the cornea were detected in the area of the retina that Sakitt studied. This 3% value is not inconsistent with other measurements, but the overall efficiency of the living eye is difficult to measure and may vary between individuals. Therefore, any single-photon vision result which relies on a particular value for the
efficiency is unlikely to be conclusive.

In conclusion, while there is some tempting evidence suggesting that single-photon vision may be possible, no previous results have been conclusive. There is also no conclusive evidence that humans cannot see single photons. Thus, it remains an open question.

1.4.4 Two-alternative forced-choice experimental design

A different experimental design can circumvent the problem of observer-determined thresholds entirely, and also does not require accurate knowledge of the efficiency of the eye. In a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) design, the observer is not asked whether the stimulus was detected at all, but is instead asked a question which is more likely to be answered correctly if the stimulus was detected. For example, an observer could be shown a flash of light which appears randomly on either the left or right, and asked which side it appeared on. If the observer can see the flashes, even in only a few trials, they will be able to choose the correct side more often on average than they would with random guessing. In this design, we don’t care exactly what the observer’s accuracy is (as it will be affected by factors such as the efficiency of the eye), only that it is above 50%. Of course, if the chance of detection is low, a large number of trials will be required for a statistically significant result. This experimental design is ideal for testing whether humans can see single photons—however, it is not feasible with a classical light source because it requires that each flash contain at most one photon, or else any increase in accuracy could be attributed to flashes with two or more photons. Our proposal is to use a single-photon source and a 2AFC experimental design to make a definitive test of single-photon vision, and our progress towards this goal will be discussed in Chapter 3∗.

1.5 Making quantum mechanics visible

Whether humans can see single photons is not only interesting as an open question in psychology. Photons are quantum systems, and readily exhibit strange quantum phenomena such as superposition and entanglement—so if we can see single photons, we might be able to see these effects as well. This would not only be pretty far out dude—it could also help us understand why quantum effects are usually only seen on microscopic scales and not in the everyday world, an important unsolved problem in quantum mechanics.

∗One recent study using a forced-choice design (the two alternatives being whether the photon was in an early or late time window) and a single-photon source has already claimed to show that humans can see single photons [58], but the study lacked statistical power and had other flaws. This study will be examined in more detail in Section 3.4.2.
1.5.1 Superposition states

The “quantum measurement problem” is the still-unsolved mystery of how exactly to reconcile the formalism of quantum mechanics—which allows systems to exist in superpositions of two mutually exclusive conditions simultaneously—with the macroscopic world, where we always observe definite measurement outcomes. Schrödinger famously illustrated the problem with his “cat paradox” [59], but superpositions are difficult to study outside thought experiments. Indeed, it is ultimately the difficulty of directly observing a quantum superposition “collapsing” into a definite measurement outcome that has lead to the variety of competing interpretations of quantum mechanics.

Among theories that assume the quantum wavefunction does collapse to a certain measurement outcome, the resolutions to the quantum measurement problem fall broadly into two categories. First, the more “standard” approach says that linear quantum mechanics (i.e., the Schrödinger equation) is valid on both microscopic and macroscopic scales, and definite measurement outcomes occur when superpositions interact with their environment via decoherence. In other words, there is no reason a macroscopic object like a cat could not exist in a superposition state in theory; however, it would require such extreme isolation from the rest of the universe to avoid collapsing that it is never actually observed.

The second approach proposes that there is some additional physical process, beyond linear quantum mechanics, that makes large superpositions impossible. Such theories are usually called “macorealism,” and the most well-known example is the theory of Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber and Pearle (GRWP) [60–62]. Very generally, the GRWP theory postulates that there is some universal background of “noise” which is not described by quantum mechanics, and this noise effectively adds a stochastic, non-linear, non-unitary term to the standard Schrödinger equation, thereby pushing superpositions toward a definite measurement outcome. The way the theory is constructed, the probability of collapse would depend on the size of the system, and the strength of the effect would be determined by as-yet unknown length and time parameters (which are somewhat constrained by the need to agree with previous experiments).

These two approaches make predictions which could in principle be possible to distinguish experimentally, but in practice, decoherence would make their effects nearly identical in most systems [63]. If humans can see single photons, the visual system may be an interesting exception. In one very preliminary and schematic application of GRWP to the visual system, the difference between its predictions and those of standard quantum mechanics was found to be of order $10^{-4}$ [64]. Without necessarily committing to this specific model, we could attempt to test whether the predictions of standard quantum mechanics hold when applied to the visual system by investigating how observers perceive photons in superpositions and classical mixtures.

One way to do this would be to prepare a photon in an equal superposition of two polarizations, and
couple those polarizations to two different optical paths which send the photon to either the left or the right side of an observer’s retina, creating the quantum state

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|H, \text{right}\rangle + |V, \text{left}\rangle)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

where H is horizontal polarization and V is vertical polarization. With many trials, we could determine how often the observer sees the photon on the left side vs. the right, and compare this result to trials where the photon was randomly sent to the left or the right but was not in a superposition of the two paths (the mixed state with 50% \(|H, \text{right}\rangle\) and 50% \(|V, \text{left}\rangle\)). According to standard quantum mechanics, the photons in an equal superposition of left and right should be detected equally often on the left and the right, indistinguishable from an equal mixture of photons in non-superposition states. Thus, any statistically significant deviation from an equal detection rate on both sides could challenge the validity of standard quantum mechanics in the visual system. The experimental implementation of these two states is simple, and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3; the experimental challenge would be to carefully eliminate or account for any systematic experimental bias towards left or right for both states.

1.5.2 Entanglement and non-locality

According to quantum mechanics, entangled states can exist in which information about the physical attributes of a pair of particles is only contained in their joint state—neither carries any definite information on its own—and measurements on one particle can affect the other instantly, even if they are far apart. In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (“EPR”) argued that the possibility of entangled states meant that quantum mechanics was an incomplete theory. They proposed that there must be some other model underneath it which explained quantum mechanical measurement outcomes while preserving the classical assumptions of locality—that faraway objects don’t affect each other faster than the speed of light—and realism—that physical quantities like polarization always have a value even if they are not measured [65].

However, in 1964 John Bell showed that quantum mechanics and local realism are actually inconsistent, giving different predictions, and described an experiment that could test whether correlations between entangled particles can be explained by local “hidden variables” as EPR wanted [9]. Since then, many experiments have conclusively demonstrated that—against all intuition—entangled states can indeed violate local realism. [66–72]. Most of these Bell test experiments have used pairs of photons entangled in polarization.
An example polarization-entangled state is

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|H_1H_2⟩ + |V_1V_2⟩)$$

(1.7)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two different photons. Remarkably, although each photon on its own is completely unpolarized, detecting one photon with a particular polarization instantly guarantees that the other will have a correlated polarization, in any measurement basis (Figure 1.10).

These correlations in measurement outcomes exceed what can be explained by local realistic theories, and the violation can be quantified by the Clauser-Horne (CH) inequality [73]:

$$c_{12}(a, b) + c_{12}(a', b') + c_{12}(a', b') - c_{12}(a, b') \leq s_1(a') + s_2(b)$$

(1.8)

where \(c_{12}(a, b)\) is the number of measurements where photons were detected by both A and B (“coincidences”) when the analyzers were set at \(a\) and \(b\), and \(s_1(a')\) and \(s_2(b)\) are the total number of photons (“singles”) measured at A and B when the analyzers were set at \(a'\) and \(b\). It can be shown that any local realistic theory must obey this inequality. Entangled states can violate it, demonstrating that local realism cannot describe them. (In this version of the experiment, the ideal measurement settings to obtain the largest violation are \(a = 0°, a' = 45°, b = 22.5°,\) and \(b' = 67.5°.\))

![Figure 1.10: Schematic of a Bell test. A source of polarization-entangled photon pairs sends photons to two different measurement devices, A and B. Each measurement device has a polarizer which can be set to different angles (\(a\) and \(a'\) on side A and \(b\) and \(b'\) on side B) to analyze the photons’ polarization. If the photons are transmitted through the polarizers they are detected by the two single-photon detectors.](image)

These experiments typically use single-photon detectors to record the measurement outcomes. If humans can see single photons, a human observer could in principle replace one of these detectors. Why would we want to do this? For at least two reasons: first, it would be pretty cool (to everyone from quantum physicists to the general public) and second, it would also be the first Bell test in a biological system. A simple proposal for such an experiment will be discussed further in Chapter 3.
1.6 Conclusions (and a preview)

In this introduction we have discussed what single photons are, why humans might be able to see them (and why we would care), and why a single-photon source is needed for a true test of single-photon vision.

In Chapter 2, we will describe in detail the single-photon source that we have built, based on the nonlinear optical process of spontaneous parametric downconversion. In Chapter 3, we will describe the best design for a single-photon vision test and discuss some preliminary results. In Chapter 4, we will present the results of a study of temporal summation at the few-photon level. In Chapter 5, we will explore how higher-level brain activity influences the detection of weak stimuli, and how we might use this to our advantage with EEG measurements. Several appendices with additional technical details and other documentation will be referenced along the way. Finally, we will conclude with some remarks and an outlook on the future in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

A heralded single-photon source for human vision experiments

2.1 Introduction

To test whether humans can see single photons, an ideal heralded single-photon source for studying the visual system might have the following characteristics:

a) \( g^{(2)}(0) \ll 1 \) (see Section 1.2.1), i.e., a small chance of producing two photons compared to the chance of producing one photon; this is the obvious defining characteristic of a single-photon source.

b) High heralding efficiency: When a herald photon is detected, the probability that a signal photon is emitted should be high (see Section 1.2.2). This maximizes the number of experimental trials that actually deliver a photon to the observer.

c) No unheralded photons: The chance that a signal photon is emitted without a corresponding herald photon should be very low (this is how to achieve a low \( g^{(2)}(0) \)).

d) Wavelength \( \sim 500 \text{ nm} \): Photons at the peak of the rod spectral sensitivity (Figure 1.4) will have the highest chance of detection.

e) Photons collected into single-mode or few-mode optical fiber: A fiber-coupled output is convenient for directing photons to a precise spot on the retina, and a single mode can generally be focused to a smaller spot than multiple modes.

This chapter will describe how we have designed and built such a source based on the nonlinear optical effect of spontaneous parametric downconversion (an established technique which has been used in many quantum optics experiments), and discuss the experimental limits on these ideal characteristics.

2.2 Spontaneous parametric downconversion

Spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) is a process that splits one “pump” photon into a pair of lower-energy “daughter” photons [74]. It is a nonlinear optical effect, which means it depends on a higher-
order term in the dielectric polarization $P$ of a material in an electric field. In linear optics, $P$ is assumed to be proportional to the field ($P = \varepsilon_0 \chi e E$) which is a good approximation for small fields. However, $P$ does respond nonlinearly to the electric field in almost any material if the field (i.e., the intensity of light) is large enough, and this nonlinear response can be expanded in powers of $E$:

$$P(t) = \chi^{(1)}E(t) + \chi^{(2)}E^2(t) + \chi^{(3)}E^3(t) + ...$$

(2.1)

SPDC is possible in materials with a $\chi^{(2)}$ term, typically crystals lacking certain symmetries. If the time-varying electric field of light in a material contains two frequencies $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$, we can write

$$E(t) = E_1 e^{-i\omega_1 t} + E_2 e^{-i\omega_2 t} + c.c.$$  (2.2)

(2.2)

(where c.c. is the complex conjugate). Then the $\chi^{(2)}$ term in the expansion of $P(t)$, which is proportional to $E^2(t)$, contains terms like

$$E^2(t) = E_1 E_2 e^{-i(\omega_1 + \omega_2) t} + ...$$

(2.3)

and so on. The $\omega_1 + \omega_2$ term represents two frequencies combining to make a wave with higher frequency. While the process of two photons combining to make a higher-energy photon has an analog in classical wave-mixing (“sum-frequency generation,” or second-harmonic generation if $\omega_1 = \omega_2$), SPDC is effectively the reverse of this process—one frequency splitting into two lower frequencies—and it has no classical explanation. The splitting is stimulated by quantum vacuum fluctuations, so it happens randomly in time, and in a typical experiment the chance of a split is about one in $10^9$ for each photon. (Fortunately, a laser can easily supply enough pump photons to create hundreds of thousands of downconverted pairs per second.)

SPDC obeys conservation of energy and conservation of momentum, also called phase matching (Figure 2.1). The daughter photons can have equal wavelengths or not, so long as their energies sum to the energy of the pump photon. (The two daughter photons are traditionally called the signal and the idler, where the signal is the higher-energy photon if the energies are different.) In the simple collinear degenerate case (the daughter photons are emitted in the same direction as the pump and have equal energies), conservation of momentum requires $k_p = k_s + k_i$, where

$$k_p = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_p} = \frac{2\pi \omega_p n(\omega_p)}{c}$$

(2.4)

$$k_s = k_i = \frac{2\pi \omega_p n(\omega_p/2)}{2c}$$

(2.5)
and \( n(\omega) \) is the frequency-dependent index of refraction of the material. This implies \( n(\omega_p) = n(\omega_p/2) \), which is not the case in materials with normal dispersion where the index \( n \) decreases for lower frequencies.

The way around this is to use a birefringent crystal which has different values of \( n \) for different polarizations along certain axes, so the phase-matching condition can be satisfied by at least one of the daughter photons having a different polarization than the pump. If the daughter photons have the same polarization this is called Type I phase matching; if they have orthogonal polarizations it is called Type II.

Figure 2.1: Phase matching in spontaneous parametric downconversion (non-degenerate, non-collinear). a) Energy conservation. b) Momentum conservation. c) Phase matching inside a nonlinear crystal, showing the cone of downconverted photon pairs and the crystal axis along \( c \).

The crystal can be cut at an angle relative to its optic axis such that the daughter photons emerge in different directions. The process has rotational symmetry, so the pairs can be emitted anywhere on opposite sides of a cone (see Figure 2.1c). Any combination of energies and momenta that can be phase-matched will be produced (with different angles to the pump beam), so filters are needed to select the desired signal and idler wavelengths. This is a simple overview of SPDC; for a more thorough discussion of the nonlinear process see [75], for details of the two-photon state see [76], and to calculate the crystal geometry and angles see [77].

Recall that because the photons are always produced in pairs, counting \( n \) idler photons accurately indicates the presence of \( n \) signal photons (neglecting loss on either side) [32]. To make a practical single-photon source based on SPDC, we will need to count the idler photons—hereafter called “herald” photons—with a single-photon detector, block any unheralded signal photons, and have some way of shutting off the pump laser when the desired count is reached. Our experimental implementation of this scheme is described in the next section.
2.3 Experimental implementation

2.3.1 Pump laser

![Figure 2.2: a) Variable attenuator (VA) consisting of a motorized half-wave plate (HWP) between two polarizing beam splitters (PBS). b) Spatial filter for the pump laser. After the variable attenuator shown in (a), the beam is focused by a 150-mm lens onto a 40-µm pinhole, then recollimated with a 35-mm lens.]

We use a 266-nm UV pump laser (frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG) to produce downconverted pairs in the visible spectrum, and choose the signal and idler/herald wavelengths to be 505 and 562 nm, respectively.\footnote{505 nm is a blue-green color similar to the links in the PDF version of this text.}

The pump is pulsed with a variable repetition rate ("rep rate") up to 100 kHz, and has a 5- to 20-ns pulse width with longer pulses at higher rep rates.

For a given pump power, a high rep rate is desirable to minimize the probability of multiple downconversion events in the same laser pulse (which is proportional to the energy per pulse). However, the average power of our laser decreases at higher rep rates (Figure 2.3); thus, a rep rate of 50 kHz is a reasonable balance between average power and energy-per-pulse for alignment and characterization. The maximum rep rate of 100 kHz can be used in experimental trials with human observers, where brightness is not critical.

The laser power is controlled with a polarization-based variable attenuator, and the beam is focused through a pinhole spatial filter\footnote{Because of the relatively high energy-per-pulse of the pump laser at lower rep rates (~2 μJ at 40 kHz), it was necessary to use a damage-resistant diamond pinhole instead of the common metal foil type. A handy source for these are diamond apertures made for extruding metal wire, available from, e.g., Fort Wayne Wire Dire (http://www.fwwd.com/) in 1-inch packages appropriate for optical mounts.} to select a single Gaussian spatial mode (Figure 2.2).

2.3.2 Downconversion and heralding

After spatial filtering, the pump beam is focused to a 500-µm spot on the nonlinear crystal, a 600-µm slice of beta-barium borate (BBO) which is cut for Type II phase matching such that degenerate photon pairs emerge at 3° relative to the pump beam (~2.9° for 505 nm and ~4.8° for 562 nm). The selected modes of downconverted photon pairs are collimated with two lenses placed one focal length from the crystal at the locations of the 505-nm and 562-nm cones, then collected into two single-mode (460HP) optical fibers with 11-mm focal-length collection lenses (see Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.3: (a) Measured average power vs. repetition rate for the 266-nm pump laser (before spatial filtering). (b) Calculated energy per pulse vs. rep rate.

Figure 2.4: Optical setup for collecting SPDC photon pairs at 505 nm and 562 nm into single-mode fiber (SMF). Bandpass filters (BP) are used to select the desired signal and herald wavelengths from the broad range of combinations that satisfy the phase-matching conditions. Collimating the signal and herald beams improves the fiber coupling efficiency.

Bandpass interference filters (Semrock 563/9-25 and 504/12-25) are used to select the signal and herald wavelengths (Figure 2.5). The filter for the 505-nm signal photons is chosen to be wider (∼20 nm) than the filter for the 562-nm herald photons (∼15 nm) to ensure that the heralded spectrum lies entirely within the signal filter. These filters can be tilted slightly to tune the bandwidth and center wavelength; however, in practice this had no measurable effect on the heralding efficiency of our source.

Alignment and optimization

Careful alignment is needed to achieve high heralding efficiency. We prioritize high heralding efficiency of the herald photons for the signal photons—i.e., herald photons should have a high probability of having a signal photon partner, but signal photons may have a lower probability of having a herald photon partner (unheralded signal photons will be blocked, as discussed in the next section). This one-way heralding efficiency is easier to optimize. A general outline of the alignment procedure is given in the inset below.
**SPDC collection alignment procedure**

1. Optical fibers are placed in the paths of the 562- and 505-nm photons by roughly measuring $z$ and $x$ positions calculated from the phase-matching angles discussed above. The $y$ positions of the fibers are matched to the height of the pump beam.

2. Using a 505-nm LED alignment beam propagating backwards out of the collection fibers, the $x$ and $y$ tilt of the fibers is adjusted so the outgoing beams overlap with the pump spot on the crystal and with each other. Collimation lenses are then placed one focal length from the crystal and adjusted so the focused alignment beams again overlap with the same spot on the crystal.

3. The “singles” count rate in the 505-nm arm is maximized by adjusting the $x$ and $y$ tilts and positions of the collection fiber, and the $x$ and $y$ position of the collimation lens, in an iterative process. This fixes the location on the downconversion cone from which we collect pairs.

4. The 562-nm arm is adjusted similarly, but to maximize coincidence counts between the two sides.

5. All steps are repeated as needed to maximize the heralding efficiency. Tilting the nonlinear crystal to adjust the opening angle of the downconversion cone is also useful.

---

**Figure 2.5:** Top: Spectra of the filters used to select the herald and signal wavelengths, measured with a spectrophotometer. The heralded spectrum is calculated from energy conservation and the measured herald spectrum. Bottom: The effect of tilting the herald and signal filters. The center wavelength shifts by about 5 nm and the FWHM widens by about 0.5 nm as the filters are tilted from normal incidence to 10 degrees.
The heralding efficiency of the collected photon pairs—i.e., the chance that a signal photon is emitted when a herald photon is counted—was measured to be about 0.55. The spectral heralding efficiency (the probability that we herald photons that are transmitted through the 505-nm bandpass filter) was measured to be 0.952 by comparing the coincidence rate with and without the filter. The spatial heralding efficiency (the probability that we herald the same spatial mode selected by the single-mode fiber in the signal arm) was measured to be 0.816 by comparing the coincidence rate with a single-mode fiber to the rate with a multi-mode fiber (which collects hundreds of spatial modes). All fibers had a custom anti-reflection coating applied to both ends to reduce Fresnel reflection losses to less than 0.15%. If the coupling efficiency into the single-mode fiber in the signal arm is 75% and the transmission of the 505-nm filter is 97%, the predicted heralding efficiency is \[0.952 \times 0.816 \times 0.75 \times 0.97 = 0.562\], which is close to the measured value.

It should be noted that the single-photon detectors used to measure these values are not perfectly efficient, so the actual measured values have been scaled up by \(1/\eta_d\) where \(\eta_d\) is the detector efficiency. We use fiber-coupled SPAD detectors optimized for the blue-green region of the visible spectrum (Laser Components COUNT BLUE series, models 250B-FC and 50B-FC) with an efficiency of about 0.70 at both 505 nm and 562 nm.

### 2.3.3 Pockels cell switch

![Schematic of a fast optical switch implemented with a Pockels cell (PC) and polarizing beam splitters (PBS). When the Pockels cell is off, vertically polarized signal photons are rotated by the half-wave plate (HWP) and are transmitted through the second PBS. When the Pockels cell is triggered on a herald photon detection, signal photons are rotated back to vertical polarization and are reflected at the second PBS. (Reflected outputs are used for a slightly higher extinction ratio.)](image)

Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of a fast optical switch implemented with a Pockels cell (PC) and polarizing beam splitters (PBS). When the Pockels cell is off, vertically polarized signal photons are rotated by the half-wave plate (HWP) and are transmitted through the second PBS. When the Pockels cell is triggered on a herald photon detection, signal photons are rotated back to vertical polarization and are reflected at the second PBS. (Reflected outputs are used for a slightly higher extinction ratio.) (b) The measured half-wave voltage of our Pockels cell is 2.31 kV (quadratic fit is shown).

As discussed in the previous section, a signal photon is not necessarily collected for each herald photon...
because of optical losses, fiber coupling, etc. This has the effect of making the source less efficient, but does not limit the quality of single photons that are produced. However, the reverse is also true—a signal photon could be collected while its herald partner is lost. This would have the effect of producing extra, uncounted signal photons, which would raise the $g^{(2)}(0)$ and reduce the quality of the source. To prevent this, we use a fast optical switch in the path of the signal photons, and only trigger the switch to open when a herald photon is actually detected.

The implementation of this switch is a Pockels cell and a polarizing beam splitter (Figure 2.6). The Pockels effect is an induced birefringence in certain crystals in the presence of a strong electric field, and a Pockels cell is such a crystal arranged so that an applied voltage causes it to act as a voltage-controlled wave plate with a variable retardance*. The “half-wave voltage” will rotate a polarization (e.g., horizontal) which is incident at $45^\circ$ to the induced axis by $90^\circ$ (e.g., to vertical). Combined with a polarizer to block the unwanted polarization, this can be used as a very fast optical switch capable of short rise-times, short pulses, and high repetition rates. We use a BBO Pockels cell (Gooch & Housego Lightgate 3 with custom anti-reflection coating for 505 nm) with a measured half-wave voltage of 2.31 kV. The measured intrinsic extinction ratio of the Pockels cell switch (ratio of photons transmitted when the switch is off vs. when the switch is continuously on) is $>800:1$.†

The time delay between a herald detection and the optical response of the Pockels cell is about 125 ns, so we direct the signal photons through a 25-m fiber to provide the requisite optical delay before reaching the switch. While the downconversion photons are highly polarized (visibility $>99.9\%$) due to the polarization dependence of the SPDC process, optical fibers can cause polarization rotation (by stress-induced birefringence and geometric phases) that may drift over time. Any change in the input polarization to the Pockels cell would hurt the efficiency of the switch; therefore, a clean-up PBS is placed immediately before the Pockels cell and the polarization of the signal photons leaving the delay fiber is controlled with fiber polarization paddles to maximize transmission.

### 2.3.4 Operation of the source

A schematic of the full single-photon source is shown in Figure 2.7. The basic operation of the source is as follows: (1) the pump laser is activated by computer control, (2) photon pairs are created and the number

---

*Typically, two such crystals are used in combination, with opposite orientations to cancel out any zero-field birefringence.

†However, the effective extinction ratio is lower, because the Pockels cell switch is designed to allow only heralded signal photons to pass. Thus, the number of signal photons incident on the Pockels cell when it is off (i.e., all the 505-nm singles) is significantly higher than the number of signal photons that should be allowed to pass when the switch is on (i.e., only the coincidences). The ratio of signal photons transmitted when the switch is triggered on herald photons vs. signal photons transmitted when the switch is deactivated was therefore measured to be only about 150:1. This value is somewhat lower than desired and could possibly be improved with better alignment of the Pockels cell.
Figure 2.7: Schematic of the single-photon source. The pump laser power is controlled by a variable attenuator (VA). It produces pairs of photons at 562 and 505 nm inside a nonlinear crystal (BBO); the 562-nm herald photons are sent to a single-photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD) and counted (in coincidence with a photodiode triggered on the pump laser to eliminate background counts) by an FPGA. The 505-nm photons travel through a 25-m fiber for optical delay, and their polarization is matched to a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) with a fiber polarization controller (FPC); herald detections then trigger a Pockels cell (PC) which allows heralded 505-nm photons to be reflected by a second PBS. When a predetermined herald count is reached, the pump laser is shut off. The 505-nm signal photons also pass through a computer-controlled half-wave plate (HWP) and a third PBS, which allows them to be directed into one of two output fibers connected to an observer viewing station (discussed in Chapter 3). A 505-nm LED (fiber-pigtailed) can be coupled into the path of the signal photons as an alignment aid for an observer (as shown), or connected to either side of the downconversion collection for alignment via back-propagation.

- of herald photon detections is counted by an FPGA,
- each herald photon detection triggers the Pockels cell switch to open,
- when the desired herald count is reached, the pump laser is shut down in less than 10 µs, before another pulse is emitted. If the desired herald count is set to 1, the result is a pulse containing a single photon with probability equal to the heralding efficiency. To avoid counting background photons and dark counts, the herald photons are counted in coincidence with a photodiode triggered on a small diverted fraction of the pump beam.

FPGA

To produce heralded photons in real time (rather than in post-selection), it is essential to be able to count the herald photon detections quickly and to shut down the pump laser when the target count is reached, before it emits another pulse (and possibly another signal photon). Additionally, we would like to be able to change the target herald count with a signal from our control software. With the pump operated at rep rates up to 100 kHz, this requires faster processing and signal input/output than can typically be implemented with, e.g., a computer and a DAQ card.
An FPGA is essentially a programmable circuit with a variety of available elements such as counters and logic gates. Because it is programmed to do a single task and has direct access to input and output signals, it can be extremely fast, and has the additional advantage that the program can be updated on the fly (unlike, e.g., a single-purpose ASIC circuit, which can also be very fast). Our FPGA program (1) reads a target herald count from the source control software (discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 and Appendix B), (2) activates the pump laser via a TTL gate input, (3) counts pulses from the herald single-photon detector, and (4) deactivates the pump immediately upon reaching the target count. A sample oscilloscope trace illustrating this operation is shown in Figure 2.8. This gating mechanism is an essential element of our single-photon source, and it is very reliable—in a test where 10 herald photons were produced and counted over 20,000 times, there were no extra (or missing) herald photon detections.

2.4 Performance of the source

2.4.1 Heralding efficiency

The best total heralding efficiency (after the Pockels cell switch and coupling into few-mode fiber for delivery to an observer) was measured to be 0.385, compared to 0.55 into single-mode fiber before any other optics. The 25-m optical delay fiber has a transmission of 88%, the Pockels cell transmission is 98.5%, three polarizing beam splitters each have 99.8% efficiency in the reflected port, and two custom half-wave plates for 505 nm each have a transmission of 99.5%. If the final coupling into few-mode (9-µm core) fiber is 82%, the predicted final heralding efficiency is $0.55 \times 0.88 \times 0.985 \times (0.998)^3 \times (0.995)^2 \times 0.82 = 0.385$, which is consistent with the measured value. There may also be a small amount of loss caused by mismatch between the input polarization of the signal photons and the first PBS in the Pockels cell switch, due to the difficulty of controlling the polarization inside the delay fiber to better than $\sim$3%.
The heralding efficiency could possibly be improved by increasing the efficiency of the final fiber coupling, either through better alignment (coupling could be > 90% in theory) or by using a true multi-mode fiber with a larger core. Few-mode fibers were chosen to balance coupling efficiency with the ability to focus the signal photons to a small spot on an observer’s retina; however, the increase in heralding efficiency may ultimately be worth an increase in the minimum spot size (further discussion in Chapter 3). Replacing the 25-m delay fiber with an optical cavity could also reduce loss; in a 1-m cavity with 25 reflections between mirrors with 99.9% reflectivity, the expected loss would be only 2.5%. However, efficiently coupling back into few-mode fiber after such a cavity may be difficult and unstable.

2.4.2 Measured conditional $g^{(2)}$ of the single-photon source

![Experimental setup for measuring conditional $g^{(2)}(0)$](image)

*Figure 2.9: (a) Experimental setup for measuring conditional $g^{(2)}(0)$. A half-wave plate (HWP) is used to split the (polarized) signal photons equally between the outputs of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The Pockels cell switch (PC) is actively triggered on the herald detections. (b) Measured $g^{(2)}(0)$ as a function of the average number of herald detections per pulse (not corrected for dead time of detectors).*

To quantify the single-photon character of our source, we measured $g^{(2)}(0)$, the second-order correlation function (see Section 1.2.1). The measurement setup is shown in Figure 2.9a. Because our single-photon source is heralded, we measured the conditional $g^{(2)}(0)$, i.e., the $g^{(2)}(0)$ of the signal photons when a herald photon is detected. To reduce background and dark counts from the single-photon detectors, all measure-
ments were made in coincidence with a photodiode triggered on the pump pulses. The measured $g^{(2)}(0)$ is

$$g^{(2)}(0) = \frac{c_{0123}}{c_{01}c_{03}} s_{01}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)$$

where $c$ indicates coincidence counts, $s$ indicates singles counts, and the labels 0, 1, 2, and 3 (shown in Figure 2.9) correspond to the photodiode, the herald detector, and the two signal detectors, respectively (so, e.g., $c_{0123}$ refers to the number of threefold coincidences between the herald detector and both signal detectors, conditioned on the photodiode). This can be interpreted as the measured probability of getting two photons in the signal arm (conditioned on a herald detection), divided by the probability of getting two photons in the signal arm from a random source (again conditioned on a herald detection), multiplied by the probability of getting a singles count in the herald arm. Thus, it is a measurement of the likelihood of producing more than one signal photon per herald detection, compared to a random source.

The $g^{(2)}(0)$ was measured at several different pump powers and at two rep rates, and the results are shown in Figure 2.9b. We used a coincidence window of 30 ns for all measurements, to exceed the 5- to 20-ns pump pulse duration. At the lowest energy per pulse (80-kHz rep rate, herald detection rate of $\sim$52 Hz) we measure $g^{(2)}(0) = 0.0023$, which is very low and compares favorably with other single-photon sources such as quantum dots [31]. We can operate the single-photon source with this very low energy-per-pulse for the single-photon vision test discussed in the next chapter—the only tradeoff is increased uncertainty in when a photon will be emitted, which could potentially make it more difficult for an observer to notice it. (However, even at a 52-Hz herald detection rate, the mean time between signal photon emissions is less than a tenth of a second.)

**The effect of multiple downconversion events in the same pulse**

The measured value of $g^{(2)}(0)$ increases with higher energy-per-pulse due to the increased chance of multiple downconversion pairs created in the same pump pulse. Because the pump pulses are very short (5-20 ns), multiple pairs from the same pulse are nearly simultaneous, so a single herald detection effectively has a chance of heralding two (or more) signal photons if a multiple pair event occurs. While this is highly undesirable for a test of single-photon vision, it is not necessarily a problem when the source is used to generate many signal photons by counting multiple herald photons (as discussed further in Section 3.3 and Section 4.3.1). In such an experiment we may want to operate the source with a higher pump power (and thus a higher $g^{(2)}(0)$) to deliver some number of photons in a shorter time period. The increase in effective heralding efficiency at higher pump powers can be measured, and used to accurately predict the mean number of signal photons produced for a certain number of herald detections. However, multiple-pair events also
affect the measured count rates themselves, because our single-photon detectors (SPADs, see Section 1.3) are not photon-number resolving within their dead time. If there is a significant probability of multiple pairs, SPADs will underestimate the true number of photons present, and this must be accounted for to obtain an accurate measurement of the effective heralding efficiency.

![Figure 2.10](image)

**Figure 2.10:** (a) Calculated mean number of pairs per pulse $\mu$ for a range of herald detections per pulse, assuming no more than 3 pairs are created in a single pulse ($k \leq 3$). The first five data points correspond to the values of $\mu$ for the $g^{(2)}(0)$ measurement. (The relationship between herald detections per pulse and $\mu$ is a transcendental equation and must be solved numerically at each point.) (b) Measured values of $g^{(2)}(0)$ replotted as a function of the calculated values of $\mu$, with theory curves including 2 or 3 pairs per pulse. (Note that this model assumes that $g^{(2)}(0) > 0$ is only due to multiple pairs, so for $k = 1$ the theoretical prediction would be $g^{(2)}(0) = 0$ for any value of $\mu$.)

Typical SPADs (including ours) have a dead time of about 50 ns after a photon is detected, due to the need to quench the detection avalanche (recall Figure 1.2). Thus, any number of photons that arrive at the detector within 50 ns will produce only one output pulse or “click.” For multiple photons incident in a pulse, the probability of a click is

$$P_c(\eta, k) = 1 - (1 - \eta)^k$$

(2.7)

where $\eta$ is the detector efficiency (for our SPADS, $\eta = 0.70$) and $k$ is the number of photons incident on the detector. To calculate the probability of getting a certain number of downconverted pairs in a given pump pulse, we must make an assumption about the unheralded $g^{(2)}(0)$ of the downconverted photons. Our SPDC source is relatively broadband and produces many spectral modes, each of which has a thermal distribution in the number of downconverted pairs; taken together, the combined thermal distributions from each mode are well approximated by a Poisson distribution in the number of pairs (i.e. $g^{(2)}(0) = 1$) [78]. Assuming the pump pulses are shorter than the detector dead time, the probability of a click as a function of the mean
number of pairs per pump pulse $\mu$ is then

$$P_d(\eta, \mu) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\mu^k e^{-\mu}}{k!} P_c(\eta, k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

We can use this model to calculate $\mu$ for a given measured value of the number of herald detections per pulse (Figure 2.10a), to predict the value of $g^{(2)}(0)$ we expect to measure as a function of $\mu$ (Figure 2.10b), and to calculate a correction factor to the measured value of the heralding efficiency as a function of $\mu$ (Figure 2.11). The models shown assume that the SPAD detection efficiency is 0.70, the collection efficiency in the herald arm is 0.75, and the heralding efficiency in the signal arm is 0.385. We consider up to $k = 3$ pairs per pulse (the probability of four pairs in a single pulse is only 1.5% at $\mu = 1$).

![Graphs](image)

Figure 2.11: (a) The predicted effective heralding efficiency that will be measured with a SPAD (scaled up by the detector efficiency) compared to the true heralding efficiency as a function of the mean number of pairs per pulse $\mu$. (b) The heralding efficiency correction factor (true/measured) as a function of $\mu$. These models consider up to 3 pairs per pump pulse.

At a typical medium-power herald detection rate of 1 kHz with a 40 kHz pump rep rate, $\mu \approx 0.024$ and the measured value of the heralding efficiency is more than 99% of the true value. At higher power (and the same rep rate), the herald detection rate can reach 10 kHz, corresponding to $\mu \approx 0.55$, and the measured value of the heralding efficiency is then only about 88% of the true value.
Chapter 3

Designing a true test of single-photon vision

3.1 Introduction

Equipped with the single-photon source described in Chapter 2, we can now design the true test of single-photon vision that has never been possible with classical light sources. As discussed in Section 1.4.3, the ideal experimental design is a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) experiment: rather than simply presenting a photon and asking an observer, “did you see it?”, we present a photon randomly on the left or the right of the visual field and ask, “which side?” (see Figure 3.1). If the observer (more realistically, many observers on average) can choose left or right with accuracy (proportion of correct trials) significantly above 0.50, we know they were able to detect the photon in at least some trials. Because there are no false positives—the stimulus is always assumed to be present, although it may not be detectable—the observer does not need to set their own threshold for the neural signal which indicates a detection. Thus, in principle we can access the true threshold of the visual system, and test whether the single-photon signals produced by the rod cells actually lead to perception.

![Figure 3.1: Optical switch for directing photons to one of two optical fibers. Heralded photons pass through the final polarizing beam-splitter (PBS) of the Pockels cell switch (not shown). A half-wave plate (HWP) is randomly set to either 0° or 45°, causing the photons to be either transmitted or reflected by a second PBS and collected into either the left or the right optical fiber. Light from the two fibers can then be directed to the left or right side of an observer’s visual field for a two-alternative forced-choice task.](image)

It is important to note that the visual threshold may not be static—factors such as background illumination, dark adaptation, the location of the stimulus, previous photons, and noise in the visual field, could,
in principle, influence the threshold itself. It could also be the case that single-photon rod signals are never filtered out by a hard threshold, but are just much less likely to be perceived, or perhaps much less heavily weighted by the observer, under certain circumstances (at one extreme, a person is obviously unlikely to detect one additional photon outside on a sunny day, or to see a single photon after a camera flash has gone off in their face). Sakitt (1972) argued convincingly that even if observers don’t typically use single-photon rod signals under normal circumstances, they may be able to adjust their own thresholds to suit a particular experimental task [46]. Without necessarily knowing whether this assumption is true, we can attempt to optimize our experimental conditions to maximize the chance of detecting a single photon, based on current knowledge of the visual system. As we will see, this optimization will be critical for a practical test of single-photon vision, as the required number of experimental trials increases exponentially as the chance of detection goes down.

This chapter will describe the observer viewing station we have built to deliver photons to precise locations on the retina, the structure of experimental trials and how many trials are needed under various assumptions, preliminary results with both an LED light source and the single-photon source, and our plan for the future. At the end of the chapter we will discuss how the two-alternative forced-choice design can be adapted to investigate two aspects of quantum mechanics through the visual system—superposition states and entanglement.

### 3.2 The observer viewing station

The single-photon source accomplishes one important optimization by producing photons at 505 nm, near the peak of the rod cells’ spectral sensitivity (recall Figure 1.4). To optimize the position and size of the two stimulus locations (left and right) and to allow for precise alignment of the observer’s eye throughout an experimental session, we use an observer viewing station constructed on an optical breadboard (Figure 3.2). The viewing station is located in a small room adjacent to the single-photon source room, and photons from the single-photon source are delivered via two optical fibers from the left/right switch in Figure 3.1. Both fibers are mounted in motorized tip-tilt stages on posts approximately 30 cm above the breadboard, at a comfortable height for a seated observer. The entire assemblies on both sides are also mounted on separate

---

*Interestingly, Sakitt also discussed a simulated forced-choice experiment in which observers would choose which of two intervals contained a flash. Using data from her classical-source trials in which the subjects rated the brightness of a stimulus from 0-6, and assuming that observers would choose the correct answer in trials where the flash interval was rated brighter than the blank interval, she predicted how they would score on a forced-choice task. If 50% “yes” responses in a yes-no experiment is considered the “threshold” for detection (a typical assumption for classical-source experiments; note that this definition of threshold is very different from the absolute limit of the visual system), the corresponding threshold in a forced-choice design would be 75% (as observers can score 50% in trials with no detection by guessing). Her observers scored above 75% for mean photon numbers that produced 50% detection in yes-no trials, implying that the threshold is lowered in the forced-choice design (by 0.36–0.41 log units). She took this as evidence for the “threshold suits the task” theory.*
Figure 3.2: The observer’s visual field and a top-down schematic of the observer viewing station. The fixation cross (not shown to scale in visual field) consists of a dim 700-nm LED placed 15 cm behind a crosshairs mask; black fabric (not shown) encloses the region between the LED and the mask. Light from the left and right optical fibers is collimated with 11-mm focal-length fiber collimation packages, then focused with 150-mm lenses (see text for details). Degrees of freedom shown for motorized mounts are available on both sides (note that x-translation changes the visual angle, which may be useful for avoiding the blind spot in some individuals). The left and right beams are both aligned to the observer’s right eye when the observer is positioned in a chin rest. The chin rest forehead bar is within 0.5 cm of the front of the observer’s right eye.

motorized x-translation stages to allow for precise adjustment of the visual angle. In all the experiments described here, we have chosen to use visual angles of ±16° to target the area of maximum rod density while avoiding the blind spot; however, there is some individual variation in the distribution of rods and cones on the retina and the location of the blind spot, so there may be an advantage in adjusting the stimulus positions for each individual participant. (Note that we use only the right eye, so the two stimulus positions are different locations on the same retina.)

The observer is seated during the experiment, and positions their head in a chin rest with a forehead bar to provide stability and to fix the distance between the observer and the optical fibers.

3.2.1 Retinal spot size

Light from the left and right fibers is collimated with adjustable fiber collimation packages (11-mm focal length, with the lens-fiber distance adjusted to collimate a 505-nm LED, as measured by a wavefront sensor). To control the spot size on the retina, the two collimated beams are then weakly focused by 150-mm lenses. Although a single photon does not have a true “spot size,” it has a spatial mode which determines the probability distribution of its position on the retina, and it was desirable to focus this mode to a small
Figure 3.3: (a) An example eye model implemented in ZEMAX. Labels have been added to show the parameters used in our simpler ray tracing model. The focal length $f_2$ includes both the cornea and the lens. Distances are not shown to scale ($d_1$ is 36 cm). (b) Results of Gaussian ray tracing calculation.

(< 100 µm diameter) area so that the observer can better predict the location of the stimulus. To model the retinal spot size, we experimented with several existing eye models in optical modeling software (ZEMAX, see Figure 3.3a), and found that these models approximately agree with Gaussian ray transfer calculations in which the eye is represented as a single lens, with a distance between the lens and retina with refractive index $n = 1.33$ (water). Therefore, we chose to use this simpler representation to design the viewing station.

Gaussian beam model

A Gaussian beam can be described by the complex beam parameter $q$:

$$\frac{1}{q} = -\frac{i\lambda}{\pi nw^2} + \frac{1}{R} \quad (3.1)$$

where $R$ is the radius of curvature (of the wavefront), $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the light, $n$ is the refractive index, and $w$ is the beam waist ($1/e^2$ radius). After propagating through the optical system with ray transfer matrix ABCD, the new $q$ can be calculated from:

$$\begin{pmatrix} q_2 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} = \alpha \begin{pmatrix} A & B \\ C & D \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} q_1 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \quad (3.2)$$
where \( \alpha \) is a normalization constant for the new beam parameter vector. Using matrix multiplication, we have

\[
q_2 = \alpha (Aq_1 + B) \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
1 = \alpha (Cq_1 + D) \quad (3.4)
\]

Dividing to eliminate the normalization constant, we have an expression for \( q_2 \) in terms of ABCD:

\[
q_2 = \frac{Aq_1 + B}{Cq_1 + D} \quad (3.5)
\]

The new beam waist and other parameters can then be calculated from \( q_2 \). In our model, we assume the beam is well collimated by the fiber collimation package (so \( 1/R = 0 \)), and we measured the collimated beam waist to be 0.969 mm with a knife-edge scan. A lens with focal length \( f_1 = 150 \text{ mm} \) is placed in the beam a distance \( d_1 \) from the eye (distances shown in Figure 3.3a). The eye is modeled as a single lens with a focal length \( f_2 = 22.1 \text{ mm} \) (assuming the eye lens is accommodated to focus on the fixation cross at a distance of 25 cm). Inside the eye, the light propagates a distance \( d_2 = 18.2 \text{ mm} \) (average length of an adult eye) to the retina, through a medium with refractive index \( n = 1.33 \). The total ray transfer matrix is then

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A & B \\
C & D
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & nd_2 \\
0 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
-1/f_2 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & d_1 \\
0 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
-1/f_1 & 0
\end{pmatrix} \quad (3.6)
\]

The predictions of this model are shown in Figure 3.3b. With the lens-eye distance of 36 cm in our viewing station, we estimate the retinal spot size is about \( 50 \pm 6 \text{ \( \mu \)m} \) in diameter (uncertainty is estimated from a 0.5-cm variation in actual lens-eye distance). A typical rod cell has an area of about \( 1 \text{ \( \mu \)m}^2 \) (viewed end-on), so a 50-\( \mu \)m spot covers about 2,000 rods. Note that our visual stimuli are approximately collimated beams, which are quite different from the point sources typically used in previous studies. However, the retinal spot size can still be converted to an angle in the visual field, the more common unit of measurement in vision research: a 50-\( \mu \)m spot on the retina is equivalent to a visual angle of \( \sim 10 \text{ arcminutes} \) (1/6 of a degree).

The diameter of the stimulus beam at the cornea is about 2.7 mm (smaller than the typical dark-adapted pupil size, to avoid clipping).

### 3.2.2 Fixation cross and alignment

The fixation cross is a dim red crosshairs equidistant between the left and right stimulus locations (see Figure 3.2). The observer is instructed to look at the cross during experimental trials, which fixes the
position of their visual field and ensures we can target the desired locations on the retina. The distance to the fixation cross also defines the accommodation of the observer’s lens by providing an object to focus on, which is critical to producing a reliable spot size. Finally, the fixation cross allows the observer to maintain a precise position relative to the rest of the viewing station: the cross is implemented with a dim LED placed 15 cm behind a mask, and it only appears symmetrical if the mask is directly centered on the LED. The observer is able to very accurately judge whether the cross is centered, and thus correct any head movements that would alter the alignment of the left and right stimuli. While this method only constrains the angular position of the observer’s eye, the z-position (distance to the stimulus plane) is fixed by the forehead bar, so the x and y positions of the eye are effectively constrained when the fixation cross is centered.

We use a 700-nm LED for the fixation cross; because the rods are not sensitive to far-red wavelengths (recall Figure 1.4) this does not introduce background or interfere with the observer’s dark adaptation. The fixation cross is equidistant between the left and right stimuli, but it is positioned about 5° below the stimulus plane. This helps to avoid the blind spot by moving the stimuli slightly above the horizontal plane on the retina (the blind spot is located approximately in the horizontal plane; see Figure 3.4). The viewing station requires alignment for each individual observer. The alignment procedure, which typically takes about 10 minutes to complete, is given below.

---

*This is exactly the function of a rifle sight, if that is any indication of the accuracy of the method.*
Viewing station alignment procedure

1. The observer adjusts the chin rest (x and y position, but not z position, see Figure 3.2) so that they can sit comfortably and see a perfectly symmetrical fixation cross. This effectively sets the correct x and y position of the observer’s eye, equidistant between the left and right stimulus positions and at the height of the fixation cross.

2. An alignment beam from a 505-nm LED is split equally between the left and right fibers. The observer uses the motorized tip-tilt stages (controlled with a modified keyboard, see Figure 3.7 in Section 3.2.4) to make very small adjustments to the alignment beam, until the left and right sides are clearly visible and appear to be point sources.

3. The observer maintains the alignment throughout an experimental session by keeping the fixation cross centered; if they wish to sit back for a break from the task, accurate alignment can be restored by returning to the chin rest and visually re-centering the cross.

3.2.3 Dark adaptation

![Figure 3.5: (a) Threshold intensity (log) as a function of dark adaptation time. The shaded area represents 80% of observers tested. The discontinuity around 8 minutes marks the shift between the cone and rod systems. Data from [79]. (b) The effect of pre-exposure to light on dark adaptation time [80]. Note that, confusingly enough, the unit of intensity later called the troland was once called a “photon.” 1 troland is approximately the intensity of the sunlit sky, so 400,000 “microphotons” is about half this intensity.](image)

Dark adaptation (Section 1.4.2) is the gradual regeneration of rhodopsin in the rods in darkness, as well as a shift from the cone system (photopic vision) to the rod system (scotopic or night vision), which allows the visual system to reach its maximum sensitivity. While some continuing dark adaptation occurs for at least 40-50 minutes (Figure 3.5), the process is nearly complete after 30 minutes if the pre-adapting light level is low. (An exception applies to older adults—the time required for full dark adaptation is known to increase with age [81]; however, most of our participants have been under 30 years old.) Our observers begin
all experimental sessions with approximately 10 minutes of alignment in dim light, followed by 30 minutes in total darkness before beginning experimental trials.

### 3.2.4 Structure of experimental trials

![Timeline of one experimental trial](image1)

**Figure 3.6**: Timeline of one experimental trial. The total time for each trial is about 10 seconds (depending on the length of the stimulus and the speed of the observer’s response).

![Modified keyboard](image2)

**Figure 3.7**: The modified keyboard used by the observer to interact with the experiment. Arrows indicate controls for the motorized tip-tilt stages used to align the left and right stimuli to the observer’s eye (deactivated during experimental trials). The bottom right key can optionally be assigned a function, e.g., allowing the observer to occasionally request a bright trial.

All our experiments with the single-photon source are a series of experimental trials, in which the observer is asked to choose whether the stimulus was presented on the left or the right, and to indicate a confidence level of 1, 2, or 3 (1 = no confidence/guessing, 2 = some confidence, 3 = high confidence). The trials are self-paced, i.e., the observer chooses when to trigger the delivery of the stimulus by pressing SPACE on a modified keyboard (Figure 3.7). After the stimulus, a response is entered, the observer confirms their choice by pressing SPACE again, and a different sound is played for correct and incorrect responses to maintain observer interest and give feedback on performance (see timeline of a trial in Figure 3.6).

*After a trial is complete, the single-photon source resets, and an alert sound is played to indicate that the next trial is ready. The reset time is calibrated to be identical whether the stimulus location for the next trial is the same as the previous trial or not (i.e., whether the left/right switch half-wave plate in Figure 3.1 rotates to
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*The sound for a correct response is upbeat and rewarding, while the incorrect sound is a disappointing buzz. Observers have universally reported that they find this surprisingly motivating.*
a new position or not).

The single-photon source is controlled by a LabVIEW program for experimental trials. A simplified flowchart of the control software, as well as an example of the data structure, are shown in Appendix B. Different numbers of herald photons can be counted in each trial, to enable multi-photon stimuli (discussed further in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4). “Bright” (nW) trials which use a 505-nm LED as the stimulus can also be added randomly or at regular intervals.

### 3.3 Preliminary multi-photon results

#### 3.3.1 Classical source

![Figure 3.8: (a) The experimental setup for trials with an LED source. Light from the fiber-coupled LED is collimated, attenuated with a neutral density filter (ND, OD = 0.5 at 505 nm), and polarized with a polarizing beam-splitter (PBS). A liquid crystal (LC) acts as a variable wave plate and directs the light to either the left or right output of a second PBS depending on the applied voltage. Both the left and right outputs are coupled into 50:50 fiber beam splitters; one output on each side is directed to a single-photon detector, and the other is connected to the observer viewing station. The number of photons measured by the two detectors is recorded for each trial, and the measured splitting ratio and detector efficiency are used to calculate the mean photon number sent to the observer. (b) The spectrum of the 505-nm LED (green) and the 505-nm bandpass filter from the single-photon source (black).](image)

To test the experimental design and the viewing station, we measured the accuracy of four observers in a pilot study with a dim classical stimulus (i.e. one that obeys the Poisson statistics described in Section 1.1.1) from a 505-nm fiber-coupled LED [82,83]. In these trials, a liquid crystal was used in place of the motorized half-wave plate shown in Figure 3.1†, and single-photon detectors were used to calibrate the intensity of the light (see Figure 3.8a). The 505-nm bandpass filter from the single-photon source was used to narrow the bandwidth of the LED light (spectra shown in Figure 3.8b). The fixation cross in this early experiment

---

*Because the observer is in a separate room from the single-photon source and an air vent provides continuous white noise, the observer also cannot hear or see any indication of the location of the next trial.*
was a dim red LED directly behind a crosshairs mask in a small box placed 25 cm from the observer’s eye, rather than the two-part fixation cross used in later experiments; observer alignment was maintained by the chin rest and by a metal post that was positioned to just barely touch the tip of the observer’s nose when their head was in the correct position. The viewing station and procedure were otherwise as described in Section 3.2. The LED was activated for 10 ms in each trial via a delay generator, and the mean photon number was controlled by adjusting the driving voltage.

The four participants (one female and three males) were between the ages of 20-26, and all four wore eyeglasses. We followed established guidelines on the use of human participants, and the research protocol was approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board (see Appendix D). Each subject completed 1-2 sessions consisting of 250-300 trials with a mean photon number (at the cornea) of 30 ± 3, and 50-100 trials with a mean photon number of 200 ± 20. Trials were presented in random order. All sessions began with 30 minutes of dark adaptation.

Table 3.1: Classical source, mean photon number ∼30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean photon number</th>
<th>Trials</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>St. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A II</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Classical source, mean photon number ∼200.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean photon number</th>
<th>Trials</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>St. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A II</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results and discussion

The measured observer accuracy (defined as the proportion of correct responses) for the two different mean photon numbers is shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The average accuracy for a mean photon number of ∼30 at the cornea was 0.54 ± 0.01 (significantly above the chance value of 0.50, p = 0.003). Assuming the efficiency

We replaced the liquid crystal with a motorized waveplate for trials with the single-photon source to reduce loss (the best liquid crystals have ∼80% transmission at 500 nm, while an anti-reflection-coated waveplate can have transmission above 99.5%).
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of the eye is 10%, a mean of 3 photons were detected by rod cells in these trials. For trials with a mean of
\( \sim 200 \) photons at the cornea (20 photons detected), observer accuracy was 0.96 ± 0.01 on average, and no
observer scored below 0.92.

These results demonstrate that our viewing station and control software are reliable, and the two-
alternative forced-choice design is able to measure small above-chance detection probabilities (although
not yet nearly as small as we will expect to see in a single-photon experiment, as discussed in Section 3.4).
To our knowledge, the measurements with a mean photon number of 30 are the weakest classical visual
stimuli for which perception has ever been directly confirmed, i.e., not implied by a Poisson model as in the
Hecht et al. study.

While it is difficult to compare these results to the frequency-of-seeing curves measured by Hecht et al.
(recall Figure 1.9) because the experimental design is so different, we can note that Hecht et al. did test
stimuli containing 24-47 photons at the cornea, and none of the three observers ever reported seeing these
stimuli in 235 trials. Our two-alternative forced-choice design clearly shows that observers are able to see
a classical stimulus at this level in some trials, although the probability is low. This is further evidence
that the “threshold” measured by Hecht et al. is an observer-defined criterion for signal detection, and not
necessarily the absolute threshold of the visual system.

3.3.2 Multi-photon trials with the single-photon source

To test the full single-photon source and control software, we also conducted a pilot study with the single-
photon source operated in multi-photon mode (counting > 1 herald photon to produce a mean number of
signal photons > 1). Multi-photon mode was used extensively in our other experiments studying temporal
summation in the visual system (Chapter 4), and is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.1. The mean
number of signal photons is \( N = \eta H \), where \( \eta \) is the heralding efficiency of the source and \( H \) is the number of
herald photons counted. At the time of this pilot study, the heralding efficiency of the single-photon source
was 0.37 at a herald detection rate of 1 kHz. This study used the motorized half-wave plate left/right switch
previously shown in Figure 3.1.

We focused on one experienced observer who completed 3,000 trials in 10 sessions of 300 trials each. The
herald count in all trials was \( H = 100 \), which produced a mean of 37 signal photons at the cornea. The
average duration of these trials was 120 ms. The procedure and viewing station were otherwise as described
in Section 3.2.
Results and discussion

The observer’s measured accuracy was $0.542 \pm 0.008$. This is comparable to the measured accuracy for the trials with a classical source and a similar mean photon number described in the previous section, and provides a cross-check of the calculations used to estimate the number of detected photons in both experiments. It is also an additional confirmation of the sensitivity of the two-alternative forced-choice design.

3.4 How many trials are needed for a single-photon experiment?

3.4.1 Power analysis

The number of trials needed to achieve adequate statistical power depends on the expected accuracy of observers if they can see single photons. The heralding efficiency of the source and the overall efficiency of the eye limit the maximum expected accuracy, and other factors are likely to reduce it even further.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the overall efficiency of the living eye is difficult to measure, but is thought to reach a maximum value between 5-10% at around 15-20° in the periphery. If we optimistically take the upper bound of this range, and if the heralding efficiency of the single-photon source is $\eta_{sps} = 0.385$, then the maximum fraction of trials in which a photon is actually detected by a rod is $\eta_{sps} \times 0.10 = p_{\text{signal}} = 0.0385$. If we assume the observer can choose the correct answer in every trial with a rod signal (which is almost certainly not true, as we will discuss), then the maximum expected accuracy is

$$p_{\text{signal}} \times 100\% + (1 - p_{\text{signal}}) \times 50\% = 51.92\% \quad (3.7)$$

A power analysis for a two-tailed binomial test shows that approximately 7,140 trials would be needed to distinguish this accuracy from the null hypothesis value of 0.50 with a power of 0.90 (i.e., a 90% probability of rejecting the null hypothesis, if people can indeed see single photons and achieve the predicted accuracy). Assuming 300 trials in a two-hour session, we could reach the desired sample size in about 24 sessions, with either 24 different observers or multiple sessions with the same observers—an easily attainable goal∗. However, in reality a combination of factors will vastly inflate the true sample size required for a definitive experiment (which is why, as the reader may well wonder, we have not done it yet).

∗In our experience, 300 trials is near the maximum that can be completed in a single session without observer fatigue becoming a significant factor. The typical two-hour duration of experimental sessions includes setup and 30 minutes of dark adaptation. Up to three sessions can be run in one day by a single researcher, but it is challenging to schedule observers in every time slot, and some percentage of participants will cancel or be unable to complete the experiment. Two successful sessions per day is a more realistic average. Thus, it is possible to obtain about 12,000 trials in one month of operation. This estimate would increase with more researchers and more efficient scheduling.
Figure 3.9: Required sample size for a power of 0.90 as a function of observer accuracy, using a two-tailed binomial test of the null hypothesis accuracy $p_0 = 0.50$ at a desired significance level of 0.05 (i.e. we consider p-values $< 0.05$ as significant). Line is a visual aid only. Sample sizes were computed with the MATLAB function `sampsizepwr`.

As shown in Figure 3.9, the required number of trials rises exponentially as the expected accuracy decreases. Thus, if observers are not actually able to reach an accuracy of $\sim 0.52$—e.g., because the efficiency of the eye is 5% instead of 10%, or because they do not always notice the very small signal from a single photon—the required sample size grows very quickly. For example, if observers are 75% accurate in trials with a rod signal (i.e., 25% of the time they don’t notice the signal, or they’re distracted by noise, etc.) instead of 100% accurate as assumed in Equation 3.7, the predicted observer accuracy drops to 51.44% and the required number of trials goes up to 12,620. If they only notice 50% of rod signals, the predicted observer accuracy is 50.96% and the required number of trials increases to 28,410.

We have several reasons to believe that observer accuracy in trials with a rod signal is not 100%, including our own preliminary data and the recent Tinsley et al. study discussed in the next section. As described in Section 3.3.1, we used both a classical source (LED) and the single-photon source to produce stimuli with a mean photon number of about 30 at the cornea, and measured observer accuracy to be about 54%. If 3 of these photons on average are detected by rod cells, we can model the actual number of photons detected in each trial as a Poisson distribution with mean 3: such a distribution would produce 1 or more detections in 95% of trials, 2 or more detections in 80% of trials, and 3 or more detections in 35% of trials. Assuming that the threshold of the visual system is 1, 2, or 3 photons and that observers are able to choose the correct response every time they get a signal above this threshold, they should be able to score much higher than 0.54 in trials with a mean photon number of 3—thus, at least some trials that produce a rod signal must not be producing correct answers.
Even the more pessimistic estimates of the required number of trials would so far be achievable on a reasonable time scale (for example, 28,410 trials could be accomplished with about 100 sessions, which might take $\sim 2.5$ months$^\ast$). However, the sample sizes discussed so far are the requirements for an experimental design with no control group—i.e., we assume the null hypothesis accuracy is 50% and test whether the measured accuracy is different from this value. To test for a significant difference between the measured accuracy and a control group of “empty” trials in which no photon is delivered, the required number of experimental trials (not including the control trials) is doubled, assuming an equal number of trials in the experiment and control groups. Including control trials, the total number of all trials is then increased by a factor of four from the values shown in Figure 3.9.

Although the increased number of trials makes it more difficult to implement, the experiment/control design is a stronger test which controls for the possibility that experimental factors might cause observer accuracy to deviate from 50% even if people can’t see single photons (e.g., if observers were somehow getting information about the location of the stimulus from a sound or other cue from the single-photon source). Considering the long history of uncertainty around single-photon vision, and the recent study, discussed in the next section, which claimed to demonstrate that people can see single photons but lacked convincing statistical evidence, this stronger design is essential to a definitive test that will not just add to a long list of ambiguous results. Because observer accuracy is the critical factor in determining how many trials are required, we have explored a variety of options and techniques for maximizing it. But first, we will discuss the example of Tinsley et al.

### 3.4.2 A cautionary tale?

A 2016 study by Tinsley et al. [58] used a single-photon source and a 2AFC design similar to what we have proposed to test single-photon vision, and claimed to show that observers performed above chance and were therefore able to see single photons. While this was an interesting study, it suffered from a lack of statistical power (translation: not enough trials), and we therefore argue that its conclusions are, at best, ambiguous. Examining the problems with this study will serve as a useful example of why it is essential to have a sufficiently large sample size and to choose appropriate statistical tests.

The experimental setup for the Tinsley et al. study is shown in Figure 3.10a. The single-photon SPDC source is very similar to ours, with identical pump, signal and idler wavelengths. The primary difference is that they use an EMCCD (electron multiplying charge-coupled device), essentially a high-efficiency single-photon camera, as a herald detector. The herald photons are focused on to a $3 \times 3$ pixel area of the detector,

$^\ast$Fortunately, we also have had no shortage of willing participants, especially from undergraduate physics classes. To date, over 300 people have indicated their interest via an online form.
so for low intensity, multiple photons are likely to fall on different pixels and be separately detected. The
procedure for experimental trials is also somewhat different: instead of activating the pump laser, counting
one herald photon, and shutting down the pump (as we do), they activate the pump for 1 ms, then post-select
the trials in which exactly one pixel of the EMCCD detected a photon. Because of the high efficiency and
photon-number-resolving property of the herald detector, this method can reduce the chance of unheralded
photons in “empty” trials to \( \sim 5\% \) without using a Pockels cell, and eliminate 80% of multiple-pair events,
which are already produced in only 0.11% of trials under the chosen experimental conditions. The total
heralding efficiency of their source is lower than ours at \( \sim 20\% \), and the trial procedure effectively reduces it
further, as only about 8% of trials end up being post-selected.

Their 2AFC task is set in the temporal, rather than spatial, domain—instead of asking observers to choose
left/right, the source is activated during one of two time intervals and the observer determines whether the
first or second interval contained a photon (see Figure 3.10b). The structure of the experimental sessions
is otherwise similar to ours, with self-paced trials and audio feedback to the observer. The stimulus was
presented at 23° below a central, red (660 nm) fixation source.

The single-photon source and 2AFC task are well designed, and provide an interesting variation on the
experimental design we have proposed. However, the data analysis presents several problems. In total, the
authors conducted 30,767 trials with three observers, only 2,420 of which were post-selected by their criteria
on the EMCCCD (most trials simply did not produce a photon pair during the 1-ms period when the pump
was activated and were therefore essentially empty, with only a 5% chance of delivering a photon). Observer
accuracy was measured to be 0.516 \( \pm 0.010 \) in the post-selected trials. A one-tailed Fisher test\(^*\) was used
to determine whether the measured accuracy in the post-selected trials was significantly above 0.50, and
found that \( p = 0.0545 \), “suggesting that subjects could detect a single photon above chance”, according to the authors. This “suggestion” relies on the near significance of the p-value (\( p < 0.05 \) is usually considered significant). However, if a two-tailed proportion test (the same test used in our power analysis shown in Figure 3.9) is used to determine whether the measured accuracy is equal to 0.50, the p-value is 0.11 and the near significance vanishes. It may seem reasonable to use a one-tailed test and assume that observer accuracy will be above 0.50 if people can see single photons, but when there is no specific model that rules out below-chance performance—for example, due to some inhibition effect—it is much more appropriate, and more common, to use a two-tailed test.

The authors also chose not to compare the post-selected trials to a control condition, even though thousands of non-post-selected “catch” trials were already available due to the nature of the experiment (any trial which did not produce a detection on the herald EMCCD). Instead, they tested whether the accuracy in the catch trials (0.505 ± 0.003) was significantly different from 0.50 (it was not; \( p=0.08 \)), then tested whether the accuracy in post-selected trials was above 0.50. This is not equivalent to comparing the post-selected and catch trials directly, and if a two-proportion test is used, there is no significant difference between the post-selected trials and the catch trials at all (\( p = 0.29 \)).

Regardless, the authors do not actually claim that the observer accuracy in the post-selected trials is conclusive evidence that people can see single photons. Instead, they separately analyze the 242 post-selected trials for which observers chose the highest confidence rating (“R3”), and find that the accuracy in these trials is 0.60 ± 0.03, which is significantly different from 0.50 regardless of whether one- or two-tailed tests are used. Assuming that observers are more likely to assign an R3 rating to trials in which a photon actually produced a rod signal, this is potentially an excellent way of filtering out the many trials in which no signal was produced and the observer had to use random guessing.

However, this piece of evidence is problematic as well. We can estimate the maximum accuracy observers should have been able to achieve in these trials, using the data about observer performance in the catch trials and the known heralding efficiency of the source, and show that the measured value is far above the maximum possible theoretical accuracy. This calculation is detailed in Appendix C. We find that the maximum accuracy in the R3 post-selected trials should be 0.526 ± 0.002, which is significantly different from the measured value of 0.60 ± 0.03. The measured value is so far above the theoretical maximum that it

\*A Fisher test is an “exact” statistical test, so called because it does not assume that the distribution of the data is approximated by some test statistic (e.g., as in a t-test or a chi-squared test). It uses the observer response (T1 or T2) and the actual time of the stimulus for every trial rather than a computed proportion of correct responses. For more details see [84]. In psychology, a Fisher test is typically used only for small sample sizes; its use here is unusual.

\*A two-proportion test compares two measured proportions (e.g., the measured proportion of correct responses in a set of control trials and a set of experimental trials) rather than comparing one measured proportion to a null hypothesis proportion (e.g., comparing the measured proportion of correct responses in a set of experimental trials to 0.50).
is likely to be an experimental artifact (a random fluctuation) and it should not be taken as reliable evidence that people can see single photons.

Ultimately, the problems with this study are due to an insufficient sample size. Even if the expected accuracy in R3 post-selected trials is as high as \( \sim 0.54 \) (which assumes observers are 100\% accurate in R3 post-selected trials, an overly optimistic assumption, as discussed in Appendix C), a power analysis shows that at least 2,854 such trials would be needed to reliably distinguish this accuracy from the measured value of 0.507 in the R3 catch trials. The actual number of R3 post-selected trials is 242, which is less than 10\% of the required number, so the study is substantially under-powered. Under-powered experiments tend not to be reliable or replicable, even if the results happen to be significant (and, in this case, even if we happen to agree that people probably can see single photons). Our analysis also shows that only about 20 of the 242 R3 post-selected trials (out of 30,767 total trials!) would be expected to produce a rod signal—an extraordinarily small number of trials on which to base any conclusion. The inconclusive results of this study show that a definitive test of single-photon vision—with a large enough sample size—is still needed.

### 3.5 Preliminary single-photon trials

Two sessions with 150 single-photon trials and 150 empty control trials each (presented in random order) were completed by an experienced observer to test the experimental design and control software. (The control trials are identical to the single-photon trials except the pump laser is not activated.) This is obviously only a small fraction of the trials that will be required to draw any conclusions about single-photon vision, and the observer’s accuracy in both the single-photon and control trials was not significantly different from 0.50 in these sessions. We do note that high-confidence ratings were given to both control trials and single-photon trials (about 3-5\% of all trials in both conditions).

### 3.6 Outlook and future improvements

Our source has a significant advantage over the Tinsley et al. source in heralding efficiency—our heralding efficiency is 0.385, while theirs is effectively only 0.016 after post-selecting 8\% of trials.\(^\ast\) However, the efficiency of our single-photon source and the efficiency of the eye still put a fundamental limit on the maximum average accuracy that observers could achieve over all trials if they can see single photons. Based
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\(^\ast\)Note also that we can make the energy per pulse of our source arbitrarily low without reducing the true heralding efficiency of the source—i.e., the chance that a given trial contains a photon which was not produced in a multiple-pair event. This is not true for the Tinsley et al. study, as the energy per pulse directly affects the chance that their 1-ms trials contain a photon, and this must be balanced with the chance of getting multiple pairs.
on our own results with a classical source and the observed accuracy in the Tinsley et al. single-photon study, it is also likely that observer accuracy will be significantly below this maximum, because observers do not always notice a rod signal when there is one. This will further reduce the expected observer accuracy, so that a very large number of trials will be required for a statistically significant result (perhaps $> 100,000$, if observers only notice half of detectable rod signals and we use an experimental design with a control group).

There are several strategies for reducing the required number of trials to something more reasonably achievable, and they fall broadly into two categories: first, increasing the chance that rod signals are actually noticed in all trials; and second, identifying a subset of trials with a higher probability of a successful detection. The first category includes several strategies we have explored or are actively working on, including improving the viewing station and the trial structure, using “repeated” trials in which the source is activated multiple times before the observer is asked to respond (discussed in Chapter 4), and methods using EEG to monitor observers’ brain activity and deliver a photon when they are more likely to notice it (the subject of Chapter 5). The second category includes strategies (such as the one used by Tinsley et al.) in which the confidence ratings assigned to each trial by the observer are used to select only certain trials to analyze. This is potentially a very powerful method—if observers are able to accurately indicate which trials actually contained a photon, we can analyze those trials and possibly measure a much higher accuracy which is not limited by the efficiency of our source or of the eye.

### 3.6.1 Can we use high-confidence trials to improve accuracy?

As discussed in Appendix C, the maximum expected accuracy in high-confidence trials is

$$\frac{N_3^* \times p_{\text{correct}}^* + (N_3 - N_3^*) \times .50}{N_3}$$

(3.8)

where $N_3$ is the total number of trials rated highest confidence (level 3 out of 3), $N_3^*$ is the number of high-confidence trials with a rod signal, and $p_{\text{correct}}^*$ is the accuracy of observers when there is a rod signal (when there is no rod signal, we assume observer accuracy is 0.50). To find $N_3^*$, we need to know how many trials produce a rod signal (i.e., $\eta_s$ and $\eta_{\text{eye}}$), and what percentage of trials with a rod signal are rated high confidence ($p_{\text{signal}}$). To find $N_3$, we also need to know what percentage of trials without a rod signal are rated high confidence ($p_{\text{null}}$; this can certainly happen, due to noise in the visual field, etc.).

The analysis of the Tinsley et al. study in Appendix C gives an example of how to calculate these values from existing data. Our analysis of their results finds $p_{\text{signal}} = 0.139$, $p_{\text{null}} = 0.0975$, and $p_{\text{correct}}^* \approx 0.81$. These values may not translate exactly to our specific 2AFC task, but they can provide some indication of
what to expect. Using these values, as well as \( \eta_s = 0.385 \) and \( \eta_{eye} = 0.10 \), we find that the predicted accuracy in high confidence trials using our source is 0.5167. This accuracy would require only about 9,420 trials to show a difference from an accuracy of 0.50 (with no control group), but because the high confidence trials are only about 9.9\% of all trials, the total number of trials is increased by about a factor of 10. Multiplying by another factor of four to add a control group (as discussed in Section 3.4.1), we end up with \( \sim 400,000 \) trials, which is even worse than our original design.

![Required number of trials vs. \( p_{\text{signal}} \) for test of R3 accuracy (\( p_0 = 0.50 \))](image)

Figure 3.11: Required sample size for a power of 0.90 as a function of \( p_{\text{signal}} \) (the probability of a high-confidence rating when there is a rod signal), assuming \( p_{\text{null}} = 0.0975 \), if only high confidence trials are included. The power analysis uses a two-tailed binomial test of the null hypothesis accuracy \( p_0 = 0.50 \) at a desired significance level of 0.05. Line is a visual aid only. Sample sizes were computed with the MATLAB function sampsizepwr.

However, if we can increase the chance that observers correctly mark trials with rod signals as high confidence, we may be able to gain an advantage. Assuming for now that \( p_{\text{null}} = 0.0975 \) stays constant, if \( p_{\text{signal}} \) can be increased to 0.50 (i.e., in half of trials with a rod signal, observers choose confidence level 3), the expected accuracy in high-confidence trials rises to 0.553, the required number of high-confidence trials drops to 940, and the total number of trials drops to 8,330, with high-confidence trials making up 11.3\% of all trials (see Figure 3.11). The required number of trials for a design with a control group is then 33,320, which is much less than the \( \sim 100,000 \) needed to analyze trials with any confidence rating.

Achieving this level of reliability in confidence ratings may be difficult. Based on our preliminary data using a classical source, it seems likely that observers do not even notice the stimulus when there is a rod signal with a reliability of 50\%, let alone rate those trials high confidence. This could possibly be improved through training experienced observers to assign confidence ratings reliably (although the Tinsley et al.
observers did training sessions, and still only achieved $p_{\text{signal}} = 0.139$, and by increasing the overall chance of noticing the stimulus with the other improvements mentioned above.

Additionally, we cannot actually expect $p_{null}$ to stay constant while $p_{\text{signal}}$ increases, because they both depend on the same observer criterion for a high-confidence rating (see Section 1.4.3 for more on observer criteria). If we train observers to mark a larger fraction of trials that produce a rod signal as high confidence by lowering their criterion, they will also mark a larger fraction of trials that do not produce a rod signal as high confidence, assuming these trials contain some neural signal which is produced by noise. This would have the effect of increasing the proportion of high-confidence trials among all trials, but reducing their accuracy (because accuracy in trials with no rod signal cannot be above chance). It would be possible to find an optimal value of $p_{\text{signal}}$ which balances these effects by modeling the observer’s criterion, but there is no guarantee that observers would actually be able to achieve this target.

The required number of trials is the biggest challenge in achieving a true test of single-photon vision, and some compromise will likely be necessary in the balance of time spent acquiring data and time spent improving the design to reduce the number of trials needed. Whatever improvements are made, the final design will probably require a significant effort to acquire a large enough sample size—it will not be an easy experiment. However, we would like to emphasize that we believe it is the only kind of experiment that can truly answer the question of whether or not people can see single photons.

### 3.6.2 Testing quantum effects

If we can show that people can see single photons, a long-term goal is to test quantum effects through the visual system. The feasibility of these experiments may be limited by the final observer accuracy we achieve in a single-photon vision test, but they are relatively simple to implement with modifications to our existing single-photon source. As discussed in Section 1.5, we will focus on two examples of quantum phenomena: entanglement and superposition states.

**Bell test with a human observer**

In order to implement a Bell test with a human observer replacing one single-photon detector, we can modify our single-photon source to produce photon pairs entangled in polarization by simultaneously pumping two back-to-back nonlinear crystals (Figure 3.12). This is a well-known method of producing pure, bright polarization-entangled states that can violate standard Bell inequalities [33, 71, 85]. It is also necessary to replace the current Pockels cell switch shown in Figure 2.6 with a polarization-independent switch, as shown in Figure 3.13, but this can be implemented with the same components as the current switch.
Figure 3.12: (a-b) The polarization-dependence of Type-II spontaneous parametric downconversion. The crystal optic axis is indicated by the vector $c$. In one orientation, a vertically polarized pump photon becomes two horizontally polarized daughter photons (a), and the process can also be rotated, e.g., by 90° (b). (c) If the two crystal geometries shown in (a-b) are placed back to back, and pumped with an equal superposition of horizontal and vertical polarization (which is diagonal polarization, $|D\rangle = |H\rangle + |V\rangle$), the result will be the (un-normalized) entangled state $|H_1H_2\rangle + |V_1V_2\rangle$. Each photon on its own is unpolarized (50% chance of being transmitted through at polarizer at any orientation), but when it is measured in the H/V basis its partner always turns out to have the same polarization, and correlations between the two photons persist in any basis.

We can use the Clauser-Horne inequality given in Equation 1.8 to demonstrate a violation of local realism [73]. For an initial experiment, assume that we have used single-photon detectors to measure each term in the inequality except the $c_{12}(a',b')$ term (where A here indicates the side of the apparatus that can accommodate a human observer). For optimal measurement settings ($a = 0°$, $a' = 45°$, $b = 22.5°$, and $b' = 67.5°$), and assuming that the detector measurement results are indeed those predicted by quantum mechanics, the inequality becomes

$$3\cos^2(22.5°)/2 - p_{\text{obs}} \leq 1$$  (3.9)

$$p_{\text{obs}} \geq 0.28$$  (3.10)

where $p_{\text{obs}}$ will be the probability that the observer detects a photon on their side (A) with measurement setting $a'$ (45°) when a photon is detected on side B with measurement setting $b'$ (67.5°). Thus, if $p_{\text{obs}}$ exceeds 0.28 we will have violated the CH inequality.

Of course, we don’t want to actually measure $p_{\text{obs}}$ by asking the observer if they see the photon or not—loss in the eye will reduce the probability of detection well below this level. Instead, we will use a variation on a forced choice design (which will actually have three alternatives). If the measurement on side B indicates the desired outcome for the term we want to measure ($b'$), then the Pockels cell switch is activated, and the entangled photon continues to a left/right switch (like the one shown in Figure 3.1) and is randomly directed to one side of the observer’s visual field, using the viewing station described in Section 3.2. Additionally, a non-entangled photon will be delivered to the other side with 28% probability. The observer makes independent judgments about whether a photon was present on each side, so the possible outcomes
Figure 3.13: Simplified schematic of a Bell test with one detector replaced by a human observer. When one of the detectors on side A indicates a photon has been measured with setting $b' = 67.5^\circ$, an audio signal alerts the observer to watch for a photon on their side. A polarization-independent switch prevents unheralded 505-nm photons: if the Pockels cell (PC) is not activated, the half-wave plate (HWP) rotates the polarization of a incoming photon by 90°, and it returns to the source crystal. If the PC is activated by a herald detection, it cancels the effect of the HWP and the photon is sent to the observer (with its initial polarization, and entanglement, unchanged). Liquid crystals (LC) are used to set the measurement bases on each side. In an advanced version of the experiment, the observer could choose the measurement basis for the next trial on their side.

are “left,” “right,” and “both.” If $p_{\text{obs}} = 0.28$, observers will see the side with the entangled photon exactly as often than they see the control (non-entangled) side, and if they see the entangled side significantly more often than the control, the measurement outcome violates the CH inequality. The number of trials required would be determined by the observer accuracy measured in a test of single-photon vision.

In more advanced versions of this experiment, we could in principle even use human observers for both measurement settings on side A, and also allow the observers to choose the measurement basis for the next trial. It might also be possible to do a multi-photon version of this experiment, if it turns out that people cannot see single photons, or just can’t see them reliably enough. If people cannot see a single photon but can distinguish between $N$ and $N+1$ photons, we could consider delivering $N$ photons to both sides plus an entangled photon on one side, and an additional non-entangled photon on the other side with 28% probability. However, producing exact photon number states requires a significantly more complex experimental apparatus than our single-photon source, with some combination of photon-number resolving detectors, time multiplexing, and/or post-selection [86].

**Perception of superposition states**

To investigate human perception of superposition states, we can use our existing single-photon source with no modifications, changing only the settings used for various trials. To deliver photons in a superposition
of the left and right positions on the retina, we set the axis of the half-wave plate that is used to switch the photons to either the left or the right to 22.5°, which rotates the vertical input polarization to diagonal polarization, and, after the polarizing beam splitter, creates the state given in Equation 1.6 (see Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.14: (a) The left/right switch as it is used in our proposed single-photon vision test. The half-wave plate (HWP) is randomly set to either 0° or 45°, which directs the photon to either the left or the right fiber. The photon is in a classical mixture of the left and right positions. (b) Modification to create a superposition state. The HWP is set to 22.5°, which rotates vertical (V) polarization to diagonal (D) polarization, an equal, coherent superposition of H and V. The polarizing beam splitter (PBS) couples polarization to the left and right path, creating a superposition of left and right. Note that in this case, we (the researchers) do not know which side the photon will be detected on.

As discussed in Section 1.5, standard quantum mechanics predicts that an equal superposition of left and right should appear no different to an observer than a classical mixture of left and right. To test this, we can conduct experimental sessions with two types of trials: 50% of trials will be random mixtures (as in Figure 3.14a), and 50% will be superpositions (as in Figure 3.14b). (The order of trials is randomly determined, but we ensure that 50% of the “classical mixture” trials are presented on the right and 50% are presented on the left to avoid any bias from random variations in the frequency of each side). As in the single-photon vision test, observers choose left or right in each trial (note that we could only determine if observers chose the correct answer in the classical mixture trials; however, we are not interested in accuracy in this experiment). If we find that there is any statistically significant difference in the ratio of left to right responses between the mixed trials and the superposition trials, after carefully accounting for any actual bias in the creation of the states, this would pose a challenge to the validity of standard quantum mechanics in the visual system.

A key requirement of this experiment is a very careful preliminary characterization of the source to verify that there is no statistically significant bias towards left or right (or to correct for a bias if there is one). This characterization can be done efficiently with single-photon detectors in place of the observer. As in the Bell test with a human observer, a multi-photon version of this experiment could also be possible with a more advanced source.
Chapter 4

Temporal summation at the few-photon level

4.1 Introduction

A key feature of visual processing is the integration of signals that arrive at different times (temporal summation) or at different locations on the retina (spatial summation). Summation combines the responses of individual photoreceptor cells, which aids in visual detection and, along with physical changes (e.g., pupil dilation) and chemical changes (e.g., increased sensitivity of the rod pathway), contributes to the wide dynamic range of the visual system. At a higher level, summation helps combine visual signals into persistent information that is used in decision-making [87]. Many aspects of summation have been studied in detail, but measurements near the absolute limit of the visual system (which may be as low as a single photon, as we have discussed) have been limited by technical constraints and the challenge of measuring observer responses to extremely weak visual stimuli. Moreover, most studies focused on the estimation of complete summation windows—where all detected photons are assumed to be integrated—but partial summation beyond this window is known to be a significant feature as well.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the main challenge of testing single-photon vision with a single-photon source is the large number of trials required, due to the low overall efficiency of the eye (∼3-10%), the imperfect heralding efficiency of our source, and the (apparently) low probability that observers actually notice a rod signal when there is one. One way to improve the efficiency of such an experiment might be to use repeated trials, where the single-photon source is fired multiple times (with no more than one photon in a pulse), with the number of repetitions either predefined or set by the observer (i.e., the trial repeats until the observer says they saw something). Of course, we would need to be very careful that these trials can still be considered “single” photons—they must not be summed together to make a larger signal, or we’re not testing single-photon vision anymore. To explore this possibility, we designed an experiment to measure the length of summation at the few-photon level using our single-photon source and the forced-choice experimental design described in Chapter 3.

Although the average length of summation turned out to be prohibitively long (> 650 ms!) for the type
of repeated trial we envisioned, temporal summation at extremely low light levels is itself an interesting area of study that we were able to explore in detail. We measured the average length of summation for a group of nine participants and for three individuals, and we also explored the efficiency of summation in a group of eight observers and for two individuals [88].

4.2 Temporal summation in the visual system

Temporal summation can be characterized by an integration window, the length of time over which incoming visual signals are summed. A simple definition of this integration window is the range of stimulus durations for which a “threshold intensity” (the intensity needed to produce a certain observer response) is inversely proportional to the duration of the stimulus, a relationship known as Bloch’s law [89]. In other words, the product of the light intensity $I$ and the light duration $T$ needed to produce a certain response is a constant:

$$I \times T = c \tag{4.1}$$

Because all the light in a flash is summed by the visual system within the integration window, the total energy (or number of photons) $c$ is the quantity that determines how the flash is perceived. Assuming that summation within the integration window is complete and no partial summation occurs outside the window, a simple model joining the relationship between $I$ and $T$ inside and outside the integration window is

$$I \times T = I_\infty \times (T + 2T_{\text{int}}) \tag{4.2}$$

where $I_\infty$ is the threshold intensity at long durations, and $T_{\text{int}}$ is the integration window. Figure 4.1a shows this model with some example values. The integration time is the point at which the slope of the log-log plot begins to diverge from $-1$.

A typical estimate for the length of temporal summation in previous research was about 100 ms. However, summation is complex and dynamic, and many factors can affect both its length and completeness. The durations of previous visual stimuli affect the detection of new stimuli [91], and integration has been shown to occur between visual images in the mind and actual on-going perception [92]. Colors and forms are also integrated when visual stimuli are presented close together in time, with the integration lasting much longer than the stimuli themselves [93]. In this complex system, it’s reasonable to expect that summation at very low light levels may differ from behavior at higher light levels, and summation may also vary depending on

---

*The work described in this chapter is in submission to Vision Research as R. Holmes, M.M. Victora, R.F. Wang, and P.G. Kwiat, “Measuring temporal summation in visual detection with a single-photon source.” (2017)
Figure 4.1: (a) The simple model of temporal summation given in Equation 4.2, with $I_\infty = 10$ and $T_{int} = 100$. The slope of the log-log plot begins to diverge from $-1$ around $T_{int}$, and approaches $I_\infty$ at long times. (b) Data from Barlow (1958) [90] (copyright by John Wiley and Sons, used with permission).

For simple flashes of light, the temporal summation window increases for smaller stimulus areas and lower background illumination [90], although background illumination primarily affects the cones [94]. In a well-known 1958 study, Barlow investigated the effects of stimulus size and background light in detail by presenting observers with flashes of varying durations, sizes, and intensities against a range of background illuminations. The observer adjusted the intensity of a repeated stimulus, “until he considered that it was usually just visible,” equivalent to about 80% detection probability. For a compact stimulus (0.011 degree$^2$) presented with no background light, the slope of the log-threshold vs. log-duration relationship was found to diverge from Bloch’s law at a stimulus duration of about 100 ms, marking the end of complete summation (Figure 4.1b). Significant partial summation (indicated by a slope greater than -1 but less than zero) continued after the window of complete summation, and this partial summation was reduced with added background light. (However, Barlow did not measure the length of this partial summation—he only noted that it seemed to continue for the range of stimulus durations he studied, up to about 1 second.) A much larger stimulus (27.6 degree$^2$) resulted in both a shorter window of complete summation (30 ms) and reduced efficiency of partial summation outside this window.

The method of Barlow, in which the intensity of a stimulus is adjusted to maintain a constant probability
of detection, has some advantages. It’s quick, because the observer makes judgments about a stimulus with a high probability of detection. It also provides information about the completeness of summation via the slope of the threshold vs. duration relationship at constant detection probability. However, this method is only useful for studying relatively bright stimuli at a fixed level (e.g., “just detectable” according to the observer’s subjective criteria). It is difficult to use this method to test whether an arbitrary stimulus is within the temporal summation window—for example, in order to measure whether a much less detectable light is fully integrated, this method would require an observer to adjust the light intensity to match some arbitrary (and perhaps very low) detection probability to obtain the constant-detectability curve. A more flexible method is needed to study summation at lower light levels.

![Integration window graph](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Simple sketch of the expected behavior of observer accuracy vs. the length of a stimulus with constant intensity (average photons/time, shown in green), if we assume accuracy has a linear dependence on photon number within the integration window. For stimuli shorter than the integration window, increasing the duration adds more integrated photons, and accuracy increases. For stimuli longer than the integration window, additional photons are not summed with the rest of the stimulus, and accuracy should level off (see Figure 4.2). (Of course, if the intensity is more than a few photons per second and the duration is made extremely long, we would expect the observer’s accuracy to eventually keep increasing, but the initial turning point still indicates the length of the first integration window.)

Our approach is to fix the intensity of the stimulus and use the two-alternative forced choice design described in Chapter 3 (in which the stimulus is presented randomly on the left or the right and the observer must give the location) to measure an observer’s accuracy at the task for different stimulus durations. Because the intensity is fixed, longer stimuli contain more photons; therefore, as long as the stimulus is shorter than the integration window, longer stimuli should produce higher accuracy. When the length of the stimulus starts to exceed the integration window, additional photons are not summed with the rest of the stimulus, and accuracy should level off (see Figure 4.2). (Of course, if the intensity is more than a few photons per second and the duration is made extremely long, we would expect the observer’s accuracy to eventually keep increasing, but the initial turning point still indicates the length of the first integration window.)

We conducted two experiments to explore the duration and efficiency of temporal summation, using
our single-photon source to produce multi-photon stimuli (by counting multiple herald photons per trial). Experiment 1 measured the length of the integration window by presenting photons at a constant average rate and varying the duration, both with a group of participants (1a) as well as three participants who completed multiple sessions to explore their individual summation behavior in more detail (1b). Experiment 2 compared this integration (constant-rate) condition to constant-duration conditions in which the photons were presented within a fixed, much shorter duration to determine the completeness of temporal summation, both at the group level (2a) and in two individual observers (2b).

4.3 General methods for temporal summation experiments

4.3.1 Operating the single-photon source in multi-photon mode

Figure 4.3: Pulses produced by the single-photon source in multi-photon mode, for herald count $H = 1000$ and $H = 100$. Traces are the average of 20 trials. A timetagger was used to mark the arrival time of each herald photon relative to the FPGA trigger which activates the pump laser, and the number of herald photons was binned in 1-ms ($H = 1000$) or 0.5-ms ($H = 100$) intervals. Note that the delay after the trigger signal is very short. The long “tail” at the end of the pulses is due to the random arrival times of the herald photons.

The heralded single-photon source was used to generate stimuli with variable mean photon numbers and durations. To produce a pulse of light, the pump laser was activated by computer control. A predetermined number of herald photons were then counted, and the laser was deactivated immediately after the target herald count was reached (see Chapter 2 for details on the single-photon source). Note that a different laser with a fixed 6-kHz rep rate and shorter pulse width was used for Experiments 1a and 1b described in the next sections, before being replaced with the laser described in Section 2.3.1 for Experiments 2a and 2b. The wavelength and other characteristics were otherwise identical.

Varying the pump laser power controls the rate at which photon pairs are generated, thus determining the duration of the stimulus for a given target herald count. Controlling the herald count $H$ determines the
mean number of photons in the pulse $N$ by the following relation

$$N = \eta H$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where $\eta$ is the heralding efficiency of the single-photon source. Figure 4.3 shows examples of multi-photon pulses produced in this way.

Although operating the single-photon source in this “multi-photon mode” does throw away the “single-photon mode” advantage that the source will only emit either one or zero photons, the variance in photon number is still reduced compared to a classical source (see Appendix A for a detailed discussion). The number of photons from a classical source with mean photon number $\langle n \rangle$ follows a Poisson distribution, but the number of photons from the single-photon source follows a binomial distribution, which always has a lower variance for the same value of $\langle n \rangle$.

The visual stimuli used in this experiment were presented via the viewing station discussed in Section 3.2, with the same geometry of the stimulus locations and the fixation cross.

### 4.3.2 Participants

Participants were male and female university students between the ages of 20-28. Nearsighted participants were accepted if their prescription was less than 3.0 diopters (self-reported) and were permitted to wear their usual vision correction (eyeglasses or contact lenses) during experimental sessions. We followed established guidelines on the use of human participants, and the research protocol was approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board (see Appendix D).

### 4.3.3 Procedure

The experimental trials were self-paced. In each trial, the participant heard an alert tone indicating that the single-photon source was ready. The participant fixated on the dim red cross and pressed a key to trigger the stimulus, which began within 2-3 ms after the key press. The stimulus was randomly presented on either the left or the right side of the visual field in each trial. After the stimulus was delivered, the participant heard a tone indicating that the trial was complete. The participant was then required to choose left or right, and to rate their confidence from 1 to 3, using a modified keyboard. To help maintain the participant’s interest, after the response one of two sounds was played to indicate whether the correct or incorrect answer was

*For example, if $\langle n \rangle = 100$ and $\eta = 0.37$, the classical variance is 100 while the binomial variance is only 63. However, the reduction in variance also depends on the effective heralding efficiency, so the difference is less important after $\sim 90\%$ loss in the eye.*
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given. Each trial took approximately 10 seconds to complete.

Participants began each session with 30 minutes of dark adaptation. During the second half of the dark adaptation period, participants completed a series of self-paced practice trials. These trials were comparable to or brighter than the brightest experimental trials.

4.4 Experiment 1: The length of the integration window

In this experiment we sought to measure the mean integration time by plotting accuracy as a function of the duration of the stimulus and estimating the turning point with a spline regression.

4.4.1 1a: The mean integration window of a group of participants

Method

Nine volunteers participated in this experiment (two females and seven males). They each completed two experimental sessions.

Participants made forced-choice responses about the location of visual targets containing different mean photon numbers, with the photons in all trials presented at a constant rate of approximately 30 photons per 100 ms at the cornea. The two sessions were identical except for the choice of photon numbers, and session 2 was conducted on a different day (for each participant). The heralding efficiency in this experiment was 0.37. Trials were presented in a random order.

There were five duration conditions in each session and 60 trials in each condition, for a total of 300 trials in each session. In each trial, the position of the stimulus was determined randomly. As a result, the stimuli were presented on the left side in approximately half of the trials and on the right side in the other half.

Results

To estimate the temporal integration window during which incoming photons were combined for the detection of the signal, the mean accuracy across participants was plotted as a function of the stimulus duration (Figure 4.4). Because the photons were presented at a constant rate, the total number of photons contained in the stimulus increased with the stimulus duration (Figure 4.4, lower panel). If the duration fell within the temporal integration window, the additional photons should be included in the summation of the signal; therefore, performance should increase as a function of the stimulus duration, up to the point that the duration is equal to the integration window. When the duration exceeds the integration window, the additional photons should no longer be included in the summation process and will not contribute to the
detection of the signal; therefore, performance should no longer improve even when the duration continues to increase and more photons are presented. Based on this assumption, performance should increase with duration until the duration reaches the temporal limit for summation, then remain constant afterward. The temporal integration window can be estimated as the turning point in performance as a function of the stimulus duration.

This turning point was estimated using a spline regression technique. First, the mean accuracy across participants was calculated for each stimulus duration. Then a spline regression model with three free parameters (the turning point, the intercept and slope of the first segment) was fitted to the data. The turning point value that generated the best fit (highest $R^2$) was taken as the estimated temporal integration window.

The spline regression analysis indicated that the mean integration time was 650 ms (Figure 4.4, top panel). At long stimulus durations, the mean accuracy reached 0.76.

It should be noted that the spline regression analysis performed here used a simplified assumption that performance increases linearly as the photon number increases, up to the integration window limit. The actual function is likely to be non-linear, especially when the duration is closer to the turning point and the
summation is only partially effective (see the example of Figure 4.1). As a result, the estimation of 650 ms is likely a lower bound estimate, and the true integration window may be even longer.

4.4.2 1b: Integration windows of individual participants

Experiment 1a estimated the temporal integration window using the group mean accuracy data. However, participants’ performance seemed to vary significantly. Moreover, the apparent non-linearity in the temporal function of the group means may partly be due to the average of multiple people with different turning points. To get some estimate of the individual integration time, Experiment 1b recruited participants for multiple sessions to obtain sufficient data to estimate their individual integration window.

Method

Three new participants (two females and one male) were recruited to complete 3 or 4 sessions each. The participants were tested with the same durations as session 1 of Experiment 1a. The methods were otherwise identical to Experiment 1a.

Results

We measured the individual integration window of the three participants (P1, P2, and P16) separately. P1 and P2 both completed 4 sessions, and P16 completed 3 sessions. A spline regression was fit to the mean accuracy data as a function of stimulus duration (Figure 4.5) for each participant. The estimated integration window for P1 was found to be 600 ms, and the integration window of P2 was found to be 400 ms. P1 reached a higher accuracy (0.95) at long stimulus durations compared to P2 (0.84). Unusually, P16 displayed no increase in accuracy with longer stimulus durations ($r = -0.83$, $t(3) = -2.53$, $p = 0.08$)*, and a low mean accuracy of 0.55; therefore, no spline regression analysis was performed for this participant.

These data suggest that the integration window does vary across participants. It is not clear why P16 showed no improvement in accuracy as the stimulus duration increased. One possibility is that this participant had an integration window shorter than the shortest duration tested in this study (~139 ms); therefore, what we observed was already the second half of the function. Given the overall low accuracy, it is also possible that the participant had a higher detection threshold, and the stimulus was too weak to reveal any change in accuracy as the duration increased, even if the integration window was comparable to other participants.

---

* A General Linear Model is used to test for correlations between multiple variables. $r$ is the correlation between two individual variables (between $-1$ and 1), $t(k)$ is the t-score with $k$ degrees of freedom, and $p$ is the familiar p-value indicating the significance of a correlation.
Figure 4.5: Individual results of Experiment 1b. A spline regression was used to estimate the integration time for P1 and P2. A linear fit is shown for P16. Fit parameter uncertainties are the asymptotic standard error.

It should be noted that the experimental paradigm used here measures temporal summation at any level of efficiency. That is, performance can improve as the duration increases even if the summation is only performed partially; therefore, the temporal integration window we measured is the duration over which signals from photons may be combined with any probability to enhance detection.

4.5 Experiment 2: Exploring the efficiency of summation

To examine the efficiency of temporal summation within the temporal integration window, Experiments 2a and 2b compared visual detection of signals that contained the same number of photons but were presented at short vs. long durations.

Two conditions were tested in which similar numbers of photons as those in Experiment 1a were presented in a fixed, much shorter time window of either ~100 ms or < 30 ms. These durations are equal to or shorter
than the windows of complete summation measured in previous studies (e.g., [90, 94]), so these stimuli are likely to be fully integrated, and could provide a reference for the relationship between accuracy and photon number under complete summation. By comparing the measured function for these stimuli to that of Experiment 1a, we can determine whether the efficiency of summation remains constant over the entire integration window, or decreases/increases with time.

4.5.1 2a: The efficiency of summation in a group of participants

Method

A total of 18 participants (eight females and ten males) were recruited and each was tested in one of two Constant Duration conditions. Ten participants completed one session of the 100-ms condition, in which the photon numbers were similar to those in Experiment 1a, but the duration of the stimulus was kept constant at ∼100 ms. Eight participants completed one session of the 30-ms condition, which had photon numbers comparable to the 100-ms condition, but the duration of the stimulus was less than 30 ms. There were four photon levels of 75 trials each (shown in Figure 4.6), for a total of 300 trials in each session. Again, the position (left vs. right) of the stimulus was determined randomly for each trial. The heralding efficiency in this experiment was 0.37 for the 100-ms condition and 0.545 for the 30-ms condition (which required a higher pump laser power; see discussion of the effects of multiple downconversion pairs on heralding efficiency in Chapter 2). The method was otherwise the same as in Experiment 1a.

Results

We first tested whether detection performance differed in the 100-ms and 30-ms conditions. A General Linear Model on accuracy as a function of the photon number and duration condition showed a main effect of photon number ($r = 0.83$, $t(68) = 2.15, p < 0.05$), but no effect of the duration condition ($r = 0.07$, $t(68) = 0.32, p = 0.75$), nor any interaction between photon number and duration ($r = 0.25$, $t(68) = 0.53$, $p = 0.60$). These data suggest that the efficiency of temporal summation was comparable in the two Constant Duration conditions.

To further examine the efficiency of summation within the integration window, the data in Experiment 2a were compared to those in Experiment 1a (Figure 4.6) to see whether the temporal summation observed in Experiment 1a was as efficient as that in Experiment 2a. Only the data within the estimated temporal integration window (∼600 ms) were included in the comparison. Since the photons were presented at a constant rate in Experiment 1a, the stimulus duration increased as the photon number increased. If the temporal summation remains equally efficient throughout the integration window, then performance should
Figure 4.6: Group results of Experiment 2a, comparing the 100-ms and 30-ms conditions with the integration condition of Experiment 1a. Linear fits are shown for the combined Constant Duration conditions (solid) and for Experiment 1a (dashed). Error bars are the standard deviation. Stimulus durations for each condition are shown in the bottom panel (lines are for clarity only).

be determined by the total number of photons only and unaffected by the stimulus duration; consequently, there should be no difference between Experiments 1a and 2a. In contrast, if the efficiency decreases for long durations, then performance should be lower for the longer durations in Experiment 1a compared to Experiment 2a, leading to a shallower slope in Experiment 1a relative to 2a.

Since there was no difference in the two Constant Duration levels of Experiment 2a, they were combined and compared to the data in Experiment 1a to investigate the completeness of temporal summation. A General Linear Model on the detection accuracy as a function of the total photon number and experiment showed a significant effect of photon number ($r = 0.78$, $t(113) = 4.13$, $p < 0.001$), no main effect of experiment ($r = 0.12$, $t(113) = 0.70$, $p = 0.48$) or interaction between the photon number and experiment ($r = 0.32$, $t(113) = 1.18$, $p = 0.24$). These results showed that the mean accuracy increased with photon number in both experiments, but the slope was not significantly different in the constant duration condition than in the constant rate (i.e., increasing duration) condition (see Figure 4.6), providing some indication that in the long durations the summation was as fully efficient as in short durations.
4.5.2 2b: The efficiency of summation in individual participants

Given the individual difference observed in Experiment 1b, Experiment 2b further examined the efficiency of temporal summation at the individual level.

Method

Two participants from Experiment 2a (P37 and P41, one female and one male) were recruited to complete multiple sessions in Experiment 2b in order to determine their individual summation efficiencies. These participants were chosen after a screening process which excluded participants with unusually low overall accuracy, and they were paid $8/hour for their participation. Both completed three sessions each of the 30-ms Constant Duration condition and a Constant Rate condition (similar to Experiment 1; see Figure 4.4). The order of the 30-ms Constant Duration and Constant Rate sessions was randomly determined. Trials were presented in random order, with 300 trials in each session. The heralding efficiency in the Constant Rate condition was 0.36. The methods were otherwise the same as Experiment 2a.

Results

A Logistic regression was performed for each participant on the scores as a function of photon-at-eye and duration condition. P37 showed a main effect of photon-at-eye (odds ratio = 1.004, Z = 2.309, p < 0.05), a main effect of duration condition (odds ratio = 0.659, Z = 2.14, p < 0.05), and an interaction between photon-at-eye and duration condition (odds ratio = 1.008, Z = 3.663, p < 0.001) (see Figure 4.7).

P41 also showed a main effect of photon-at-eye (odds ratio = 1.013, Z = 6.687, p < 0.001), but no significant main effect of duration condition (odds ratio = 0.917, Z = 0.431, p = 0.67), nor any interaction between photon-at-eye and duration condition (odds ratio = 0.996, Z = 1.477, p = 0.14) (see Figure 4.7).

Combined with results in Experiment 2a, these data suggest that in general temporal summation over a long duration remains efficient compared to summation within a short period of time, but there may be individual differences, and for some people the efficiency may decrease over the integration window.

4.6 Conclusions and implications

At the extreme, few-photon light level we were able to study (the weakest stimuli contained only 30-40 photons, of which only 3-4 are expected to be detected), we found that temporal summation continued for at least 650 ms on average. This summation is not necessarily perfectly efficient. Previous methods (e.g., Barlow) have measured the window of complete summation and estimated the efficiency of any partial
Figure 4.7: Individual results of Experiment 2b, comparing 30-ms Constant Duration and Constant Rate conditions. Stimulus durations for each condition are shown in the bottom panel (lines are for clarity only).

summation that occurs after this window, but did not measure the length of partial summation. Here we measured the length of any summation, including partial summation, and estimated its completeness by comparing long visual stimuli (up to ~500 ms) to much shorter Constant Duration stimuli (100 ms or 30 ms) containing similar numbers of photons. We found some indication thatsummation remained efficient over longer durations within the temporal integration window, although there may be individual variation.

Although most participants exhibited some temporal summation and the average across all participants showed a clear trend, some participants also had substantially higher or lower accuracy across all conditions than the average. Accuracy for the brightest trials varied between 0.56 and 0.95 for the nine participants in Experiment 1a. P16 in particular consistently exhibited low accuracy over all mean photon numbers and showed no recognizable summation for the stimuli we studied. The reasons for individual variation may include actual differences in sensitivity and the length/efficiency of summation, as well as differences in attention and skill at the task. Participants were permitted to wear their usual vision correction (eyeglasses...
or contacts) during the experiment, which may have some impact on performance. Additionally, while
the 30-minute dark adaptation period was likely to be sufficient for most participants to reach their best
performance, some participants could possibly have benefitted from a longer dark adaptation time if it were
available [79].

Because our measurement of the integration window includes partial summation, it is difficult to compare
to previous measurements of complete summation with brighter stimuli (i.e., Barlow’s value of ~ 100 ms).
It does show that temporal summation persists for much longer than 100 ms for the weak, very small (50-m
diameter) stimuli we studied. This appears to be consistent with Barlow’s finding that small stimuli in
total darkness lead to the most significant partial summation outside the window of complete summation,
although our stimuli were much smaller and weaker than Barlow’s. Barlow also studied a different area of
the retina (~6° in the periphery vs. our 16°, where there are more rods).

Barlow instructed his participants to adjust the stimulus until it was visible approximately 80% of the
time, and other studies (e.g., Hecht) have used detection rates in the range of 50-60% to determine a threshold
intensity. Our results show that a two-alternative forced-choice design is useful for studying the response
to visual stimuli which may be perceived in only a small fraction of trials. Similar designs may be used to
study other aspects of the visual system in this regime, including spatial summation. While a single-photon
source is not strictly required for many of these studies, it may be useful or essential for others (e.g., studies
of spatial encoding near threshold).

The previous method of adjusting light intensity to a just-detectable level has an intrinsic limitation and
can only be used to study temporal summation for stimuli at a particular subjective accuracy level. We
developed a new paradigm that can study temporal summation with more flexibility on stimulus range by
plotting detection accuracy as a function of the stimulus duration while holding photon rate constant. The
temporal summation window was then estimated as the turning point when performance no longer increases
as the stimulus duration increases. This paradigm can be used to test whether any arbitrary light source is
within the temporal summation window by creating a sequence of stimuli that have the same photon rate
but with varying durations, and then plotting the performance as a function of stimulus duration. This new
method is particularly useful for studying perception of lower intensity lights.

Because summation was found to occur for at least 650 ms, the time delay needed for a stimulus to be
truly considered a “single” photon appears to be quite long. The visual system may treat very widely spaced
single photons differently than photons arriving at the rates we studied here (~30 in 100 ms), but the long
integration times we measured suggest caution in treating photons that arrive even within a second of each
other as separate—an important consideration for any test of single-photon vision.
Chapter 5

Exploring neural activity with EEG

So far, all the experiments we have described are behavioral: they rely on an observer’s behavior in response to a visual stimulus to measure something about how that stimulus is perceived. For example, we can ask an observer if they saw a flash of light, or determine whether they perform better at a 2AFC task when the number of photons in a trial is increased. Behavior is the result of brain activity that actually processes visual information and other stimuli; therefore, we could also consider investigating the limits of vision by directly measuring the brain. There are many non-invasive tools available to do so, including the electroencephalogram (EEG), magnetoecephalogram (MEG), functional magnetic resonance imagery (fMRI), and event-related optical signals (EROS). Electroretinography (ERG) can also measure electrical signals produced in the living eye with electrodes on the cornea or on the skin near the eye. However, if our goal is to find out whether humans can see single photons, it’s not likely we could accomplish this with brain or retinal imaging alone—the signal would be too small, and our measurement tools too coarse. Furthermore, detecting some neural signature of a single-photon response doesn’t really meet our previous definition of “seeing a single photon.” Seeing implies that it gives the observer some information, such as whether the photon was on the left or right. A neural response, like the rod cell responses, would be necessary, but not sufficient for showing that people can “see” single photons.

But brain imaging may be helpful for a different reason: recent studies have shown that neural oscillations, which can be measured with EEG, are relevant to understanding why visual perception can be so variable—i.e., why observers detect the same visual stimulus in some trials but not in others. In particular, recent experiments have shown that both the amplitude and phase of alpha oscillations (in the range of about 8-12 Hz) affect the probability that an observer will report seeing a stimulus or not [95]. It may even be possible to use feedback from EEG alpha measurements to enhance the perception of weak visual stimuli, which would be not only interesting, but possibly useful in a test of single-photon vision. The relationship between alpha oscillations and visual perception is an entire field of study in itself, and we have only begun to explore it by setting up an EEG system and conducting pilot studies. This chapter will discuss several approaches to studying (and perhaps enhancing) near-threshold visual perception with EEG measurements,
and present some preliminary results. We are very grateful to Emily Cunningham, who helped prepare and plot the data in this chapter.

5.1 Neural oscillations and visual perception

The adult human brain contains almost 90 billion neurons, which use electrical signals to communicate with each other and to implement cognitive tasks. While individual neurons can “fire” at any time, neural oscillations (“brain waves”) are also observed. These are rhythmic, collective excitations of many thousands or millions of neurons, which can be divided into rough frequency ranges: delta (1-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz), and gamma (30-70 Hz) [96]. Most of these oscillations are present at some level at all times, but may be stronger during certain activities or mental states (e.g., delta oscillations are strongly associated with deep sleep).

Figure 5.1: An example recording from our EEG system (described in the next section), showing clear oscillations in the alpha range on four scalp electrodes near the back of the head, where the visual cortex is located. The amplitude of the alpha oscillation is the peak-to-trough height of the wave; the phase is the location of the peaks relative to a reference time (e.g., $t = 0$).

Neural oscillations are an electrical effect which can be measured with scalp electrodes (EEG, described in the next section). Oscillations in the alpha frequency range have the largest amplitude* in a typical waking state, and they were the first to be discovered. Alpha oscillations were once thought to indicate a passive “idle state” of the brain, because they increase during wakeful relaxation, especially with closed eyes [97]. However, research over the last decade has shown that alpha oscillations actually have a much more active effect on brain processes [98–100]. Both the amplitude and phase of alpha oscillations have been found to influence the excitability of nearby neurons (their readiness to fire in response to an input signal) [101–103]. Higher alpha power is associated with decreased excitability, and the maximum inhibitory effect occurs at the peak of the oscillation—i.e., the inhibition is modulated at the frequency of the oscillation (8-13 Hz),
and is not just an average effect [104,105].

This pulsed inhibition has recently been theorized to act like a “windshield wiper,” which clears noise and updates the brain with new sensory input at approximately 100-ms intervals [104,106]. This might explain why widespread alpha oscillations are known to be associated with “tonic alertness,” a kind of vigilant attention and preparedness to receive information and respond to it, in the absence of any particular cue as to where the information will come from. Higher alpha power is associated with better performance in tasks that require tonic alertness, such as continuously listening for an auditory cue [107]. This may seem odd, because higher alpha power is also associated with inhibition of neural excitability, which might be assumed to be the opposite of alertness. However, when a cue about the location of incoming information is received, alpha power immediately decreases in the area of the brain associated with processing an input from that location—for example, in one study, when a cue was given that the next stimulus would appear on the right, alpha power decreased in the area of the brain that processes information from the right side of the visual field [108]. The contrast between selectively inhibited and non-inhibited regions may actually enhance perception, at least when a stimulus can be anticipated [104]. Alpha oscillations during tonic alertness may also help an observer tune out information from sources and senses that are irrelevant to the task [109]. The effect of globally increased alpha power on the detection of a near-threshold stimulus (such as a single photon) with no cue is still unclear, and other studies have found that increased alpha power is associated with decreased performance in certain tasks [95].

While more research is needed to fully explain the role of alpha power in alertness, the correlation between the phase of the alpha oscillation and a ∼10-Hz modulation of visual perception has been clearly demonstrated. There are several pieces of evidence for the role of alpha phase in this effect. First, a combination of EEG and fMRI has been used to show that the strength of a visually evoked fMRI response in the brain (from a short visual stimulus) is linked to the phase of ongoing alpha oscillations [110]. Alpha phase has also been shown to correlate with the perception of phosphenes, illusory visual effects caused by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the visual cortex with a strong magnetic field. Finally, several studies have shown that the phase of alpha oscillations affects the probability that an observer will see a difficult-to-detect visual stimulus [95,111], and that if the alpha phase is shifted or “entrained” using rhythmic stimulation, subsequent visual detection will depend on the new phase [112].

Two studies by Mathewson et al. are particularly interesting and may be relevant to our single-photon vision task. In [95], EEG was recorded while observers were asked to indicate whether they detected

*Another commonly used measure of the strength of neural oscillations is “power,” which refers to spectral power and has units of V^2/Hz.
a stimulus that was made difficult to see with a metaccontrast masking protocol*. It was found that in trials where the alpha power happened to be high, the alpha phase at the time of the visual target had a significant effect on the probability of detection (see Figure 5.2). Detection rates also decreased overall with increased alpha power. The phase effect may have implications for a test of single-photon vision, where small enhancements can have a large effect on the required number of trials—if a photon is delivered at the ideal moment, when the alpha phase is just right, it could be detected more often. This may also help explain why observers are not 100% accurate in 2AFC trials that produce a rod signal. At least in principle, it should be possible to take advantage of this phase effect by implementing a brain-computer interface (BCI) scheme in which an observer’s alpha phase is monitored with EEG, and the single-photon source is triggered at a precise moment based on the measured amplitude and phase.

There may also be another way to control the phase of the alpha oscillation at the time a stimulus is delivered—by altering the phase itself through rhythmic entrainment. In [112], observers were again presented with difficult-to-detect targets in a masking protocol, but the target and mask were preceded by a flashing entrainment annulus identical to the mask. The entrainment annulus was flashed 8 times in each trial, either at 12 Hz or with variable semi-random times between the flashes. The time delay between the final entrainment flash and the display of the target dot was systematically varied, and it was found that when the 12-Hz entrainment annulus was used, the maximum target detection rate was reached when the target was displayed in phase with the entrainment (i.e., at a multiple of 1/12 s = 83 ms, see Figure 5.4). EEG

---
*The target is a small dot (displayed on a computer screen) and the mask is an annulus that surrounds the dot. When the mask is displayed shortly after the target (in [95] the delay is ~70 ms), it has the effect of “erasing” it from perception and making it much more difficult to judge whether the target was present.

---
Figure 5.3: Schematic of a brain-computer interface (BCI) trigger for a single-photon source. The trials are self-paced, as described in Section 3.2.4, but after the observer presses SPACE a fast algorithm processes the EEG recording in real time and determines the ideal moment to activate the single-photon source based on the alpha oscillation amplitude and phase.

recordings during these trials showed that for higher alpha power, the alpha phase became synchronized with the entrainment flashes. Other studies have also found similar detection enhancements with visual entrainment at 10.6 Hz [113], and have shown that entrainment in a particular visual hemifield (e.g., left or right) selectively enhances detection in that field [114]. We could possibly implement an entrainment scheme with our single-photon source by adding an entrainment period at the start of each trial, perhaps by flashing the fixation cross at 10-12 Hz before presenting a photon in phase. Entrainment is also thought to occur between audio and visual stimuli, so it may be possible to use a modulated audio tone to achieve a similar effect.

Figure 5.4: From Mathewson et al. (2012). The effect of 12-Hz entrainment on the subsequent detection of a visual target, for low and high alpha power. Targets with a lag relative to the last entrainment annulus (shown at the origin) of 83 or 177 ms are in phase with the entrainment, and targets with a lag of 36 or 130 ms are out of phase. Adapted from [112] (copyright by MIT Press Journals, used with permission).
5.2 A (very) short introduction to EEG

Electroencephalography (EEG) measures electrical activity in the brain, usually with external electrodes placed on the scalp (Figure 5.5). EEG can be used to measure both ongoing neural oscillations and event-related potentials (ERPs), short-lived features related to stimulus events (usually seen in the average of many experimental trials). EEG measurements are relatively easy to set up and integrate with a variety of experimental tasks (compared to fMRI or MEG), and have good timing resolution, with sample rates in the kHz range. In contrast, EEG has poor spatial resolution—it is difficult to localize particular signals, even with many electrodes—and it is most sensitive to currents produced in only the very outer layers of the brain, closest to the skull.

Our EEG system is an 18-channel amplifier (BrainVision V-Amp) with 16 measurement channels, plus a ground and reference. The maximum sampling rate is 2 kHz and the 24-bit ADC resolution is $0.49 \, \mu$V/bit. We use low-noise active electrodes placed on the scalp with conductive gel.

5.3 Preliminary results

5.3.1 Experimental trials

In order to determine how the power and phase of alpha oscillations might affect performance in a 2AFC task with our single-photon source, we conducted an exploratory pilot study to record EEG data for three participants (all female) who each completed two sessions of 320 multi-photon trials. The 2AFC task, in which the observer chooses whether they saw the stimulus on the left or the right in each trial, was identical to the experiments of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The mean photon numbers and stimulus durations in these...
experiments were similar to the 30-ms condition used in the temporal summation experiments of Chapter 4 (recall Figure 4.6), and delivered about 30, 40, 85, or 140 photons to the cornea in < 50 ms (a slightly lower laser power was used in this experiment compared to Chapter 4). 75 trials at each of these levels were presented in random order during each session. Additionally, 20 brighter trials which delivered about 470 photons were also presented.

To avoid interference from events such as keyboard presses and feedback sounds in the EEG recording, a randomly jittered delay between 800-1200 ms was added after the observer presses SPACE to begin a trial, and a 1000-ms delay was added after the photons were delivered and before a tone played to indicate that the trial had ended (Figure 5.6). The structure of trials was otherwise identical to Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. To mark the time of the stimulus in the EEG recording, the TTL pulse used to activate the pump laser during a trial was split and also sent to a trigger input on our amplifier. The time delay between this pulse and the detection of the first herald photons is typically < 2 ms (see Figure 4.3 for an example).

5.3.2 EEG recording

![Figure 5.7: EEG channel locations (top-down view). Cz was used for re-referencing offline.](image)

The EEG was recorded from 16 electrodes in an elastic cap using a standard 10/20 system layout [115] (see Figure 5.7). Electrodes were referenced to the left mastoid during the recording, and re-referenced to
the Cz electrode in offline processing. Electrode impedance was kept at < 10 kΩ. Data were sampled at 1 kHz and a bandpass filter from 0.01 to 499 Hz was applied during the recording.

5.3.3 EEG preprocessing

Data were analyzed in MATLAB r2015a using a combination of the EEGLAB toolbox (v. 14.0.0) and custom scripts. Prior to re-referencing, data were high-pass filtered offline at 0.1 Hz and ocular artifacts (eye blinks) were removed using ICA (independent component analysis). Trials containing voltage fluctuations in excess of 75 µV were excluded across all sessions and participants (fewer than 15 trials were excluded in total). Data were epoched (divided into trials) in windows from 500 ms before the stimulus onset to 1000 ms after the stimulus onset for ERP analysis, and baseline corrected using the pre-stimulus interval. For ERP analysis, an additional low-pass filter of 30 Hz was applied.

For time-frequency analysis, data were epoched from 800 ms before the stimulus onset to 1000 ms after, and were not baseline corrected. A 4-Hz bandpass filter from 8-12 Hz was applied to each epoch to isolate the alpha oscillation, and a Hilbert transform* was applied to this filtered data, in the method of [116]. Pre-stimulus alpha power was calculated as an average over a 200-ms period before the stimulus onset. The phase at stimulus onset was also extracted for each trial.

5.3.4 Results and discussion

Behavioral results

The accuracy (proportion of correct responses) of the three participants was comparable to the results of Experiments 2a and 2b in Chapter 4, which used similar photon numbers and experimental conditions. The results are shown in Figure 5.8. P1 was the most experienced participant, and showed the least difference between the two sessions. P2 and P3 both appeared to show some improvement in performance between Session 1 and Session 2.

EEG results

We chose to categorize trials by accuracy (correct or incorrect), by the location of the stimulus (left or right), and by the observer’s confidence rating (1 = low confidence, 2 and 3 = high confidence). For example, high-confidence correct trials are interesting compared to low-confidence correct trials because the latter tend

---

*The Hilbert transform creates an analytic representation of the EEG waveform data and extends it to the complex plane, providing a value for phase and amplitude at each point. It is implemented in MATLAB with hilbert. For more details see [http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Hilbert_transform_for_brain_waves](http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Hilbert_transform_for_brain_waves).
Figure 5.8: Observer accuracy as a function of mean photon number. All stimuli were less than 50 ms in duration. Error bars are one standard deviation. Accuracy for 470-photon trials is not shown because of the very small sample size (20 trials in each session); the mean accuracy for these trials was approximately 95% for P1 and P2 and 60% for P3.

to include many trials that were correct by chance, while high-confidence trials are more likely to actually contain a rod signal.

The average voltage measured at the Oz electrode over the entire trial epoch is shown in Figure 5.9 for one participant (P1). High-confidence correct trials show a gradual increase in voltage beginning around 400 ms after the stimulus onset, compared to incorrect and low-confidence correct trials. This waveform is consistent with the well-known P300 ERP, which is associated with conscious recognition that a stimulus is present, rather than the physical detection of the stimulus itself [117]. The larger amplitude of the P300-type response in the high-confidence correct trials suggests that these trials are indeed more likely to be a response to an actual stimulus detection (rather than random guessing).

Examining a shorter time window around the stimulus onset shows more detail of the amplitude and phase of the waveform just before the stimulus (see Figure 5.10). While more data are needed to clarify the relationship between phase and the probability of a correct response, these preliminary ERP results suggest there may be a difference in the average phase between high-confidence correct and incorrect trials. There may also be a lateral effect (left vs. right) to further explore, which could make the difference between correct and incorrect trials more clear.

A phase effect may also be suggested when all participants are grouped together, as shown in Figure 5.11. For trials with higher alpha power, high-confidence correct trials may have a bias towards phases between 45° and 90°. Again, more data beyond this exploratory pilot study are needed to confirm this effect and determine whether it is consistent with previous work, e.g., Mathewson et al. [95].
Figure 5.9: ERP measured on the Oz electrode for participant P1. The stimulus onset is at zero time. Results for P2 were similar to P1; the data from P3 were much noisier than data from the other two participants and failed to show clear P300 ERPs.

5.4 Outlook and future improvements

We have conducted a pilot study to demonstrate our EEG system and explore interesting routes of analysis for EEG recorded simultaneously with single-photon source trials. More data is needed to determine whether the alpha amplitude and phase affect performance in our 2AFC task. In particular, we would like to determine whether there is a combination phase-amplitude signature of the waveform in a ∼200-ms window before the stimulus which is correlated with higher observer accuracy and could be used in a brain-computer interface scheme. Another promising (and perhaps easier to implement) route is to use either audio or visual entrainment to actively control the alpha phase in a window before each trial, and possibly achieve a performance enhancement. Real-time monitoring of ERPs such as the P300 waveform (which can be done in EEG recording software) may also be a useful tool for training observers to increase their skill at the task and improve the reliability of their confidence ratings.
Figure 5.10: Measured ERPs on the O1, Oz, and O2 electrodes for participant P1. Trials with the stimulus presented on the right are shown at top; trials with the stimulus on the left at bottom.

Figure 5.11: The distribution of alpha power (averaged over a 200-ms window before the stimulus onset) and phase (at stimulus onset) for all trials across all participants (Oz electrode). Phase is shown as the polar angle and has units of degrees. Power is shown as radial distance and has units of $\mu V^2$/Hz.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

This dissertation opened with a question: can you see a single photon? While we have so far failed to find a definitive answer, we have presented the first experimental design which is capable of answering it (although it will be challenging). We’ve reviewed the confusing evidence on single-photon vision, and shown why no previous experiments with classical light sources, or even a more recent study with single photons, have truly been able to test it. We have designed, built, and tested a heralded single-photon source based on spontaneous parametric downconversion which could be used for a definitive test, and we’ve shown that our two-alternative forced-choice design and observer viewing station can measure the perception of very weak visual stimuli (including the weakest flashes of light ever directly tested, with just ∼3 photons absorbed). We’ve studied other aspects of visual perception at very low light levels, including the length and completeness of temporal summation, which we investigated in detail with a new experimental paradigm (finding that temporal summation continues for at least 650 ms when photons are delivered at a rate of about 30 in 100 ms, and that the completeness of summation may remain efficient over this window). We’ve also begun to explore how 8- to 13-Hz alpha oscillations in the brain—which have complex effects on neural excitability and visual perception—might impact the detection of few-photon stimuli, and we conducted an exploratory pilot study to record EEG during experimental trials with the single-photon source.

A definitive single-photon vision test will probably require at least 80,000-100,000 trials, including control trials. With 300 trials in a session, this adds up to between 270 and 330 sessions, which could be accomplished in perhaps six months with an ambitious effort and enough volunteers. To date, over 300 people (mostly undergraduate physics and engineering students) have indicated their interest in participating with an online form. Ideally, we would screen volunteers for skill at the task (since we have seen so much individual variation in performance) and then recruit skilled participants to complete multiple sessions—30 participants completing 10 sessions each might be a good starting point. We have discussed many improvements which might increase observer accuracy and thus decrease the required number of trials, including improvements to the design of the task (exact placement of the stimulus locations, etc.), training observers to use reliable confidence ratings, and using entrainment or active BCI feedback. Some of these are promising, and certainly
interesting in their own right. However, we should try to achieve a balance between the cost of improving the experiment and the cost—in funds, and also in the time (and tears) of the researchers—of just pushing ahead with a large number of trials. Perhaps the most useful improvement to the experiment would be to make the single-photon source easier to operate, so it can be run more like a typical psychology experiment with data collection assisted by undergraduate RAs.

There are many other interesting experiments in psychophysics (the quantitative study of the perception of physical stimuli) which could be done with our single-photon source and viewing station. We could investigate other aspects of temporal summation, perhaps pinpointing when a sequence of just a few photons is perceived to appear, and whether a very dim light is ever perceived to be quantized into separate detections. We could study spatial summation by systematically varying the size of a few-photon stimulus on the retina, or present a classical stimulus in a well-defined shape (with resolution possibly improved with adaptive optics) and study how the addition of a single photon at a particular location affects perception—depending on the results, this “classical priming” before the delivery of a single additional photon could also be another way to do a quantum experiment such as a Bell test without fully relying on single-photon vision. A single-photon source is a new tool for the psychophysics community, and there are undoubtedly other applications we haven’t thought of yet. More advanced sources that can produce higher photon number states (which have been developed in our lab [86]) could also enable interesting experiments, such as measuring the visual sensitivity function for exact photon numbers.

From a quantum physics perspective, the main motivation to study single-photon vision is to enable tests of quantum effects through the visual system. Of course, it’s unlikely that we would find any violations of standard quantum mechanics in the visual system, and we’re certainly not suggesting that human consciousness plays any role (as other quantum measurement experiments, such as the quantum eraser, are sometimes incorrectly assumed to imply). But even the idea of directly perceiving a superposition state is new territory, and it’s not quackery to say that we don’t know what we might find. The boundary between the classical world of everyday life and the underlying quantum world of microscopic objects is still one of the great mysteries in physics. If humans can see single photons—and we think it is more likely than not that we can—then photons are the only quantum systems we can directly perceive, a unique link between the quantum and classical worlds. We hope this work has taken a few more steps towards making the quantum world visible.
6.1 A final note

The reader may be interested in the subjective experience of what just a handful of photons looks like. The dimmest flashes we studied (apart from the true single-photon trials, which are still ongoing) deliver about 30 photons to the eye, of which about 3 are detected by rod cells. At this level, you are rarely sure that you saw anything—it’s more of a feeling about which side of the visual field seemed “different.” In the clearest trials you might perceive a slight motion on one side or a tiny suggestion of a flash. The flash itself is sometimes small and localized, like a star in the sky, and sometimes larger and diffuse. It has no color. In total darkness it becomes difficult to judge exactly where in the periphery the flash originated, beyond left or right, higher or lower. Noise events (from thermal activation of rhodopsin, phosphenes, or maybe just hallucinations) are impossible to distinguish from real flashes of light, and can cause the frustrating outcome of a high-confidence response that gets the “wrong” buzzer. On the other hand, flashes of 300 photons, of which about 30 are detected, are strikingly easier to see. Even these brighter flashes deliver less than 75 electron volts (≈ $10^{-17}$ J) to the retina. A flying mosquito has about 16 billion times more kinetic energy!*  

*http://cms.web.cern.ch/content/glossary
Appendix A

Modeling the single-photon source

Even when the single-photon source is operated in “multi-photon mode” (counting > 1 herald photon, as in the temporal summation experiments of Chapter 4), it has photon statistics that differ from a classical source. The magnitude of the difference depends on the heralding efficiency. To better understand these differences, we ran Monte Carlo-like MATLAB simulations of our source and a classical source and compared the results to binomial and Poisson statistics, respectively.

A.1 Classical source model

A classical source (e.g., an LED) is modeled as a Poisson distribution in photon number $N$ with a mean $\langle N \rangle = N_{\text{bar}}$. The classical source is turned on for a fixed length of time $T$, and the intensity of the source is assumed to be calibrated to produce $N_{\text{bar}}$ photons during this time. The arrival times of the photons are drawn from a uniform distribution over $(0,T)$, and the actual “length” of each pulse is the difference between the first and last arrival times. (In other words, most of the time the first photon will not be emitted exactly at $t = 0$, nor will the last photon be emitted at $t = T$, but these are bounds on the emission times.)

```matlab
function [ N, photonTimes, pulseLength ] = classicalPhotons( Nbar, T )

% Generate the number of photons in a pulse
N = poissrnd(Nbar);

% Generate photon arrival times
photonTimes = T.*rand(N,1);

% Find the length of the pulse
pulseLength = max(photonTimes) - min(photonTimes);
end
```
A.2 Single-photon source model

To model the single-photon source, the required number of herald photons $H$ is calculated from the target number of signal photons $N_{\text{bar}}$ and the heralding efficiency $\text{eff}$. Then, random arrival times for the herald photons are generated using the exponential distribution of the time between events for a random process with rate $H/T$. Finally, each herald photon is randomly determined to have a (collected) signal photon or not with probability $\text{eff}$, and the length of the pulse is the time between the first and last signal photons.

```matlab
function [ N, heraldTimes, photonTimes, pulseLength ] = spsPhotons( Nbar, T, eff )
    H = round(Nbar/eff);
    rate = H/T;

    % Generate arrival times for the herald photons using an exponential distribution
    heraldTimes = [];
    for j = 1:H
        timeUntilNextPhoton = -log(rand(1))/rate;
        if j == 1
            heraldTimes = [heraldTimes timeUntilNextPhoton];
        else
            heraldTimes = [heraldTimes timeUntilNextPhoton+heraldTimes(end)];
        end
    end

    % How many herald photons actually have signal photons (that are not lost)?
    signals = [];
    for k = 1:H
        signals = [signals binornd(1,eff)];
    end
    N = sum(signals);

    % When do the signal photons arrive?
    photonTimes = [];
    for q = 1:H
        if signals(q) == 1
            photonTimes = [photonTimes heraldTimes(q)];
        else
            end
    end

    % Find the length of the pulse
    pulseLength = max(photonTimes) - min(photonTimes);
end
```
One approximation is made here—the real single-photon source uses a pulsed pump laser, so pairs must be created during a pulse, not at truly random times as we have modeled—but this has minimal impact on the accuracy of the simulation. At a 40-kHz rep rate, pump pulses are separated by 2.5 µs, which puts a lower limit on the time between herald photons. At a 1 kHz rate of herald detections, the average separation of herald photons is 1 ms, so two herald photons would very rarely occur in less than 2.5 µs anyway.

A.3 Results

A.3.1 Variance in photon number

![Figure A.1: The standard deviation in photon number (normalized to Nbar) for different values of the heralding efficiency eff with Nbar fixed at 100. The classical source is consistent with the Poisson value of 0.1, and the single-photon source is described by the binomial variance given in Equation A.1.](image)

For each selected value of Nbar, 1000 simulated pulses were generated from the classical and single-photon source models and the standard deviation of the number of signal photons N was calculated. The pulse length T was set equal to Nbar (so both sources were modeled at a constant “brightness”).

Using Nbar = 100 as an example, the single-photon source was found to have a lower variance in N than the classical source for any non-zero heralding efficiency, and the difference increases at higher heralding efficiency (Figure A.1). Fixing the heralding efficiency at eff = 0.37 (a realistic value for our source), the variance was again found to be lower than a classical source for all values of Nbar (Figure A.2).

The classical source standard deviation in N is just \( \sqrt{\text{Nbar}} \), the square root of the Poisson variance. The single-photon source standard deviation is the square root of the variance of a binomial distribution with \( n = H \) and \( p = \text{eff} \):

\[
\sigma_N^2 = np(1-p) = H\text{eff}(1-\text{eff}) \tag{A.1}
\]
Figure A.2: The standard deviation in photon number (normalized to $\langle N \rangle$) for different values of $\langle N \rangle$ with the heralding efficiency fixed at 0.37.

This fits well with the stimulation results, and explains why the variance is always lower for the single-photon source: it effectively has an upper limit on N because N cannot exceed the herald count H, while a classical source has no such limit (although $N \gg \langle N \rangle$ occurs with low probability).

A.3.2 Variance in pulse “width”

Figure A.3: The standard deviation in pulse width (normalized to $T = \langle N \rangle$) for different values of the heralding efficiency $\text{eff}$ with $\langle N \rangle$ fixed at 100. The single-photon source is described by the exponential variance given in Equation A.2. (Small bumps in the theory curve are due to rounding the number of herald photons to integer values.)

As in the analysis of photon number, 1000 simulated pulses were generated from the classical and single-photon source models for each value of $\langle N \rangle$ or $\text{eff}$ and the standard deviation of pulse widths was calculated.
Figure A.4: The standard deviation in pulse width (normalized to $T = \langle N \rangle$) for different values of $\langle N \rangle$ with the heralding efficiency fixed at 0.37.

The target pulse length $T$ was again set equal to $\langle N \rangle$.

Using $\langle N \rangle = 100$ as an example, the single-photon source was found to have a higher variance in pulse width than the classical source for any heralding efficiency, and the difference increases at higher heralding efficiency (Figure A.1). Fixing the heralding efficiency at $\text{eff} = 0.37$, the variance was again found to be higher than a classical source for all values of $\langle N \rangle > 1$ (if $\langle N \rangle = 1$ the pulse width is always zero for the single-photon source) (Figure A.2).

The higher variance in pulse width is a result of the way the single-photon source is operated: instead of turning on the source for a fixed time $T$ (as in a classical source), the source is turned on until the target herald count $H$ has been reached. (Note that is impossible to operate a classical source in this way because there is no heralding signal.) Thus, similar to the way a classical source has no hard upper limit on photon number, the single-photon source has no hard upper limit on pulse width.

The pulse width for the single-photon source is the sum of all the times between the signal photons, which has the same variance as the time between the herald photons (because each signal photon arrival time is a herald photon arrival time). The time between the herald photons is drawn from an exponential distribution with standard deviation

$$\sigma_e^2 = \frac{1}{\lambda^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

where $\lambda$ is the rate parameter, which is $H/T$ in our model. The variance of a sum is the sum of the variances, so the variance in pulse widths is

$$\sigma_T^2 = \frac{H}{(H/T)^2} = \frac{T^2}{H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)
This agrees with the simulation results in Figures A.3 and A.4. It may seem odd that the pulse length standard deviation increases with heralding efficiency—this is a result of the parameters we choose to keep constant in the simulation. If $N_{\text{bar}}$ is fixed at 100 and the heralding efficiency increases, fewer herald photons are required to achieve the same number of signal photons. The target pulse width $T$ is also kept constant ($T = N_{\text{bar}}$), so effectively the rate $H/T$ decreases. According to Equation A.2, this increases the variance in the time between herald photons.

Although the increased variance in pulse width for the single-photon source seems undesirable (especially for timing experiments like those described in Chapter 4), it is somewhat mitigated by the fact that the pulse width can be measured for each trial—i.e., we can measure how long it took to reach the desired number of herald photons. Note, however, that this pulse width is the time between the first and last herald photons, not the signal photons. It is an upper limit on the pulse width of the signal photons.
Table B.1: A portion of an example data file from a multi-photon experiment, showing the variables that are recorded for each trial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Stimulus location</th>
<th>LED (V)</th>
<th>Herald photons</th>
<th>Stimulus duration (ms)</th>
<th>Response location</th>
<th>Response time (ms)</th>
<th>Con.</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>4590</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2351</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>2744</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>3793</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>3510</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>3816</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>4083</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>3369</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>5477</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.1: Simplified flowchart of the single-photon source control software (implemented in LabVIEW). Actions that only occur for the occasional brighter LED trials are marked in yellow; actions that only occur for trials with photons from SPDC are marked in green.
Appendix C

Estimate of theoretical maximum accuracy in the 2016 Tinsley et al. study

See Section 3.4.2 and [58] for a description of the study. We are grateful to authors Alipasha Vaziri and Maxim Molotsov for helpful conversations about their study, and for being willing to answer our questions and discuss our concerns.

Estimate of maximum possible accuracy in R3 post-selected trials

There were a total of 2420 post-selected trials, and 242 of these were rated R3 by the observers. We would like to estimate how many of these R3 post-selected trials actually produced a rod signal, and how accurate observers can be when a rod signal is produced, to get a final estimate of the maximum accuracy we would expect observers to achieve.

First, we assume that the fraction of trials rated R3 is \(p_{\text{signal}}\) when there is a rod signal, and \(p_{\text{null}}\) when there is no rod signal. Then the total number of R3 trials is

\[
N_{R3} = (N_{\text{signal}})(p_{\text{signal}}) + (N_{\text{null}})(p_{\text{null}})
\]  

(C.1)

We can write such a relation for the post-selected trials:

\[
N'_{R3} = \eta_{s} \eta_{\text{eye}} N'_{\text{signal}} + (1 - \eta_{s} \eta_{\text{eye}})N'_{\text{null}}
\]  

(C.2)

where \(N'\) is the total number of post-selected trials (and the prime denotes post-selection), \(\eta_{s}\) is the heralding efficiency of the source, and \(\eta_{\text{eye}}\) is the efficiency of the eye. For the non-post-selected empty trials, we have:

\[
N_{R3} = 0.05\eta_{\text{eye}} N'_{\text{signal}} + (1 - 0.05\eta_{\text{eye}})N_{\text{null}}
\]  

(C.3)

where we use 0.05 as the fraction of non-post-selected empty trials which actually contain a photon (given
in the text). Solving these two equations, and using values $N' = 2420$, $N'_{R3} = 242$, $N = 28,232^*$ [118], $N_{R3} = 2770$, $\eta_s = 0.20$, and $\eta_{eye} = 0.30^\dagger$, we find $p_{signal} = 0.139$ and $p_{null} = 0.0975$.

Using the values of $\eta_s$ and $\eta_{eye}$, we estimate that 145 (6%) of the 2420 post-selected trials actually produced a rod signal and the remaining 2275 did not. As we have just shown, R3 ratings are given even in the absence of a rod signal. Using the value of $p_{null}$, we estimate that 222 of the 2275 post-selected trials with no rod signal would be expected to receive an R3 rating. Therefore, of all the 242 post-selected R3 trials, we estimate only 20 produced a rod signal. If we optimistically assume that observers are 100% accurate in R3 trials with a rod signal (clearly an overestimation, as we will discuss) and that they randomly guess in trials with no rod signal and, then the maximum possible accuracy in the post-selected R3 trials should be

$$\frac{20 \times 100\% + 222 \times 50\%}{242} = 0.541 \quad (C.4)$$

We can also use the R3 catch trials to get a more realistic estimate of observer accuracy in R3 trials with a rod signal. Of all the 28,232 catch trials, we would expect $28,232 \times 0.05 \times p_{signal} \times \eta_{eye} = 59$ of these to both produce a rod signal and be rated R3. There were 2770 R3 catch trials total, so the remaining 2711 did not produce a rod signal. The accuracy in R3 catch trials was 0.507, so among a total of $2770 \times 0.507 = 1404$ correct trials, half ($2711/2 = 1355$) of these are expected to be due to random guessing, and the remaining 48 correct responses occurred among the 59 trials containing a rod signal. Therefore, the accuracy in R3 trials with a rod signal is $48/59 \approx 81\%$. Using this new, more realistic value for observer accuracy, we find that the expected accuracy in post-selected R3 trials is 0.526.

There is some uncertainty in these estimates, due to the finite sample size and the uncertainty in the heralding efficiency of the source. (The efficiency of the eye is also uncertain, but it influences the catch trials and post-selected trials equally, and if we use the estimate of observer accuracy in R3 trials with a rod signal derived from the catch trials, it actually drops out of the final accuracy estimate.) The uncertainty in heralding efficiency is “a few percent” [118], so assuming $\eta_s = 0.20$ with an uncertainty of 3%, our estimate of the maximum accuracy in R3 post-selected trials is $0.526 \pm 0.004$, which is still significantly different from the measured value of $0.60 \pm 0.03$.

---

*$^*$This number is not given in the paper and was provided in personal correspondence (the total number of trials and the number of post-selected trials are included in the paper, but the non-post-selected trials also include some that were rejected for containing multiple herald detections rather than zero herald detections).

$^\dagger$Tinsely et al. assumed the total efficiency of the eye is 30%, so we use this value in our calculations. However, in order to agree with the measured quantum efficiency of the rods (25-33% from various measurements) this would require losses before the rods to be less than 10%. This seems implausible after accounting for only the most easily characterized sources of loss—reflection at the cornea of at least 4%, and loss in the vitreous humor previously measured to be about 50% at 500 nm (see Section 1.4.2)—and without even considering loss in the retina and the geometric fill factor of the rods.
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IRB approval letters

Our research on human subjects was approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board (IRB), and we followed established ethical guidelines in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). The most recent IRB approval letter and an example informed consent form are shown on the following pages.
May 26, 2016

Ranxiao Wang  
Department of Psychology  
533 Psychology Bldg  
603 East Daniel Street  
Champaign, IL 61820

RE: Entanglement quantum nonlocality and the human observer  
IRB Protocol Number: 11602

Dear Dr. Wang:

This letter authorizes the use of human subjects in your continuing project entitled Entanglement quantum nonlocality and the human observer. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved the protocol as described in your IRB application, by expedited continuing review. The expiration date for this protocol, IRB number 11602, is 05/25/2017. The risk designation applied to your project is no more than minimal risk.

Copies of the attached date-stamped consent form(s) must be used in obtaining informed consent. If there is a need to revise or alter the consent form(s), please submit the revised form(s) for IRB review, approval, and date-stamping prior to use.

Under applicable regulations, no changes to procedures involving human subjects may be made without prior IRB review and approval. The regulations also require that you promptly notify the IRB of any problems involving human subjects, including unanticipated side effects, adverse reactions, and any injuries or complications that arise during the project.

If you have any questions about the IRB process, or if you need assistance at any time, please feel free to contact me at the OPRS office, or visit our Web site at http://oprs.research.illinois.edu.

Sincerely,

Michelle Lore, MS  
Human Subjects Research Specialist, Office for the Protection of Research Subjects

Attachment(s): Written informed consent documents  
c: Paul Kwiat  
Anthony Leggett
Visual Sensitivity Informed Consent

Please read this consent agreement carefully. You must be 18 years old or older to participate.

Purpose of the experiment:
To examine people’s perception and sensitivity of very dim lights.

What you will do in this experiment:
You will be seated in a dark chamber with your head stabilized with a chin-rest. You will fixate at a red LED and judge whether or where a very dim light is presented by pressing a button on a response box.
☐ If checked, you will wear EEG electrodes to measure your brain activity.

Time required:
The experimental session will take about ______ hours to complete.

Risks:
There are no anticipated risks associated with participating in this study. The task is attention-demanding, so you might experience some fatigue as a result of participation. However, the effects of participating should be comparable to those you would experience from searching a dim star at night for 10-15 minutes at a time.

Benefits:
Your participation in the experiment can make scientific contributions to our understanding of human perception. At the end of the experiment, we will provide a thorough explanation of the experiment and our hypotheses. We will describe the potential implications of the results of the study both if our hypotheses are supported and if they are disconfirmed. If you wish, you can send an email message to Prof. Frances Wang (wang18@illinois.edu) and we will send you a copy of any manuscript based on the research (or summaries of our results).

Withdrawal:
Your participation in the experiment is completely voluntary, and you may withdraw from the experiment at any time without penalty. You may withdraw by informing the experimenter that you no longer wish to participate (no questions will be asked). Your decision to participate, decline, or withdraw will have no effect on your status at or relationship with the University of Illinois.

Confidentiality:
We will keep your records for this study confidential as far as permitted by law. Your identity will not be stored with your data. Your responses will be assigned a code number that is not linked to your name or other identifying information. All data and consent forms will be stored in a locked room. Those who will have access to your personal information include: members of the research team; representatives of the National Science Foundation (NSF) and University staff involved in review and oversight of the research, including the Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (OPRS) and the Institutional Review Board. The IRB and the OPRS review and monitor research studies to protect the rights and welfare of research subjects. In addition, if federal or state law requires us to do so, we will disclose information about you to others in order to comply with the law. Results of this study may be presented at conferences and/or published in books, journals, and/or in the popular media.

Contact:
If you have questions about this experiment, please contact Prof. Frances Wang, Psychology Department, 603 E. Daniel St., Champaign, IL 61820. email: wang18@illinois.edu. phone: 217-333-3644

Who to contact about your rights in this experiment:
If you have any concerns about this experiment or your experience as a participant, you may contact the Institutional Review Board at 217-333-2670; irb@illinois.edu.

Agreement:
The purpose and nature of this research have been sufficiently explained and I agree to participate in this study. I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time without incurring any penalty. I understand that I will receive a copy of this form to take with me.

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

Name (print): ___________________________

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Institutional Review Board

Approved: May 26, 2016
Expires: May 25, 2017
IRB #: UICU 12422
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